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Abstract

Quality improvements in small and medium-sized software organisations can be done in many ways. Companies can try to implement one of the well-established quality improvement frameworks. However, many reports from practitioners show that small and medium-sized organisations may not be prepared for fully-fledged and possibly expensive improvement programmes. An alternative to official quality improvement programmes may be an in-house initiative. Due to their size and often to the organisational culture small and medium-sized software organisations may encourage grass-root quality improvement initiatives.

In this thesis a grass-root initiative for a software quality improvement is presented. The initiative proposes an alternative path of quality improvement for small and medium-sized organisations utilising their size and culture. This thesis proposes five areas of quality improvements and concrete measures that can be taken for quality improvements in those areas. The improvement areas were selected based on the experiences gained while working in the case software company Solita. The areas were selected as reaction actions to observed needs for improvements, or as proactive actions preparing for known organisational changes.

The five improvement areas discussed in this thesis address selected improvement needs at the organisational level and those directly related to software development. The improvement needs derive from experiences in the case organisation, which uses subcontracting partners for development. The use of subcontractors also resulted in some projects being conducted as multi-site development. Therefore, the proposed improvements reflect the organisational settings. Concrete improvements are proposed for the outsourcing-partner selection process. Moreover, recommendations on agile methods usage in development projects with special emphasis on subcontractor cooperation are proposed. Furthermore, specific practices for multi-site development are proposed, as well as a framework for open source component selection for reuse in commercial software solutions. Finally, specific improvements in design of distributed systems are proposed.

Each of the improvement areas consists of concrete improvements that proved to be successful to various degrees. However, the variety of areas shows how a software organisation can practically implement an in-house software quality improvement initiative. In this thesis three research questions are answered. The questions focus on how concrete improvements can be implemented in selected areas of a software organisation’s operations. Moreover, the questions aim at answering how an in-house quality improvement initiative can be implemented, and how it can be regarded as complementary to official improvement frameworks, which allows a soft-
ware organisation to implement a fully-fledged quality improvement programme when it is ready.

The proposed improvements in various areas were developed and evaluated in a commercial context of a software service company. Some of the initiatives resulted in changes in organisation processes, which indicated their usefulness. Generally, the presented experiences from implementing a grass-root level software quality improvement initiative show that such initiatives driven by individuals or groups of individuals within an organisation are possible. Therefore, other organisations in a similar environment may utilise the results presented as concrete solutions for concrete problems or as an inspiration for encouraging similar improvement initiatives in their organisations.
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Introduction

Software companies operate in a very competitive and dynamic environment of constant technological changes. They strive to provide the best possible products or services for their customers. Irrespective of the companies’ business focus, the quality of products and services can be one of the main factors distinguishing them from competitors. Therefore, on one hand, software companies pay much attention to initiatives that may improve the overall quality in their organisations. There are many existing frameworks and initiatives that aim at improving quality of software, for example, Software Process Improvement related initiatives [25, 31, 100]. On the other hand, companies seek solutions that do not necessarily require much investment and too many changes in the existing company processes.

In this thesis the problem of software quality improvements is discussed in the context of a medium-sized software service company. The company has not adopted any official quality improvement frameworks, yet since 1996 it has been successfully developing software. This thesis proposes selected quality improvement practices in different areas of company operations. The set of improvements is a grass-root level initiative for quality improvement in an organisation. The improvement areas include two categories relating to organisational practices and software development. Hence, the quality improvement practices in various areas are viewed from different perspectives representing different points of views on the software development. The categories consist of five improvement areas. The details of the areas and research objectives are presented in Section 1.2 after introducing general quality-related concepts in Section 1.1. Then an overview of contributions of this thesis in the various areas of quality improvement are presented in Section 1.3. Finally, the context of this dissertation is outlined in Section 1.4, and the organisation of the whole dissertation is presented in Section 1.5.

1.1 Software Quality Improvement Approaches

Let us start by reviewing some main concepts related to quality, which is the main theme of this thesis. Software quality is a complex subject as software is complex by its nature. In addition to the complexity of software itself, there are additional external and internal factors that influence software quality. Internal factors may

---

1A medium-sized company according to the European Commission has under 250 employees.  
include the processes used for software development, tools, technologies, and personnel. External factors may include customer expectations, schedules, and cooperation with other parties contributing to the software solution being developed. All of these factors can affect the quality of software offered to customers. However, before addressing particular problems related to software quality the term itself must be defined.

Quality in general is seen differently by various parties. A variety of approaches to defining product quality have been presented by David Garvin [48], who lists five different approaches to defining quality:

1. Transcendent, which is a philosophical view on quality as something that can be recognised, but cannot be defined.
2. Product-based, which aims at determining quality by measuring specific attributes of a product.
3. User-based, which reflects the quality perceived by the user as satisfaction of user needs and expectations by a product.
4. Manufacturing-based, which sees product quality as compliance with requirements.
5. Value-based, which determines product quality though the cost and price of a product.

These approaches to defining quality show the differences in how quality can be seen by different stakeholders. These different points of view on quality have been used also for software quality. Kitchenham and Pfleeger [73] discuss software quality and its different meanings to different stakeholders. According to the IEEE’s definition ‘Software quality is the degree to which software possesses a desired combination of quality attributes.’ [115, p. 3]. Examples of quality attributes include performance, dependability, security, and safety [11].

A number of frameworks aiming at improving processes in IT companies have been created. The frameworks address, among others, different aspects of IT company operations. It is worth briefly going through these frameworks as they are referred to in the later parts of this thesis. An overview of different process improvement frameworks has been presented, for example, by Cater-Steel et al. [25], who list four popular frameworks: CMMI, ISO 9000, ITIL, and CobiT. Currently, the popularity of the frameworks being used is limited. However, we should first briefly categorise the frameworks listed by Cater-Steel et al. [25].

One of the well known frameworks aiming at improving the software development process is the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [116], which was later extended to CMM Integration (CMMI) [117]. The models were developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University. The CMMI defines five levels of organisation maturity. The levels are initial, managed, defined, quantitatively managed, and optimising, listing from the lowest to the highest level. Each of the levels corresponds to specific practices that an organisation is supposed to use in order to fulfil requirements of the level. The CMMI model has also been refined for
product and services development as the CMMI Development model [124], which specifies 22 process areas relevant for development.


Furthermore, the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is another example of a quality assurance framework. ITIL has been developed by the UK’s Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) [25, p. 3], but the new versions of ITIL are managed by the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) [95]. The ITIL framework is meant as a framework for IT service providers. Finally, the CobiT [62] framework, developed by the IT Governance Institute (ITGI), aims at IT governance. Neither the ITIL nor the CobiT are directly relevant to software development, but they are part of IT-related process improvements frameworks and as such are relevant for process improvement initiatives.

Software quality has been addressed by different Software Process Improvement (SPI) initiatives. An extensive literature review on SPIs in small and medium-sized software companies has been presented by Pino et al. [100]. Their work examined a number of other publications in search for the most commonly mentioned SPI method in the literature. The findings pointed out the SEI’s CMM to be the first and ISO’s 15504 and 9001 models to be the second most often reported models being used in small and medium-sized software companies. However, the work also reports that only two medium-sized companies out of 122 have obtained a formal certification for the model used. Additionally, this work points out reasons why SPI models are not used in SME companies. The main such reasons discussed include concerns that the standards are costly to implement in terms of time and money (Saiedian and Carr 1997) [110].

Other reasons why small organisations often do not use formal SPI models have been reported by Staples et al. [120]. They have investigated reasons why software companies in Australia do not adopt SPI programmes. Small software organisations generally justified their rejection of SPI (CMMI in that case) as being too small organisations for adopting such a programme. Other common reasons for rejecting SPI programme by companies reported in that research were: the programme being too costly, having no time, and already using another form of SPI [120]. The Australian study was later replicated by Khurshid et al. [72] in the context of the Malaysian software market. Their findings also showed similar results, at the general level, as the Australian study. The reported reasons of not adopting SPI programmes in the Malaysian study were: being too costly, no clear benefits, being a small organisation, and CMMI not being an organisational priority [72, p. 42]. Both of these related pieces of research showed that small software companies often do not adopt SPI programmes because they regard them costly and unsuitable for them.

Other aspects of introduction of SPI in companies of different sizes have been
presented by Dybå [31]. The research investigated 120 software organisations in Norway. The presented results show that small organisations can implement successfully some elements of SPI, but they do not necessarily implement fully-fledged SPI programmes. The conclusion of the differences between implementation of SPI in small and large companies was that the size of the organisation does not limit its potential for SPI success [31, p. 154]. Additionally, the study reported on differences between a large and small successful software organisation. The findings showed that large successful companies rely on formal procedures, while small successful organisations emphasise exploration of new possibilities and utilisation of creativity and diversity of their people [31, p. 154].

Another aspect of SPI in the context of SME was presented by Lester et al. [79], who investigated the relation between SPI and the growth of companies. The investigated companies did not officially have CMMI implemented, but the findings of the research showed that medium-sized companies tend to adhere to the CMMI practices more than small companies. The study showed which process areas of CMMI are most relevant to small and medium-sized companies. However, the main conclusion of the study was that CMMI’s principles support growth of companies, and therefore SMEs should focus their efforts on the identified areas for their future growth.

A comprehensive review of SPI models for small and medium organisations have been presented by Deepti Mishra and Alok Mishra [87, 88]. The review compared characteristics of selected SPI models and additionally listed factors that small and medium organisations should take into account while selecting an SPI [87, p. 281] [88, p. 122]. The selected factors include, for example [87, p. 281]:

- the fact that an SPI is based on an established model, e.g., CMM, which can enable the organisation to change the SPI easier in the future to the well-established one,

- the fact that an SPI takes into consideration specific needs of an organisation, and

- the fact that an SPI involves participation of the software development team members, which is perceived as a factor securing their confidence and commitment to the SPI.

These factors are especially important in the context of this thesis, as the proposed grass-root level quality improvements are specific to a particular context of an organisation, which addresses specific needs. Furthermore, the grass-root improvements by their nature involve organisation members from the improvement inception to its realisation. However, the extent of the involvement varied.

Benefits of implementing SPI in small companies have been also reported by Karlheinz Kautz [68]. Moreover that study recognised four success factors, namely, flexible approach to the improvement, network of small enterprises being involved in the improvement, which provides support for achieving a common goal, and external technical help and financial support for the improvement programme [68]. Furthermore, Kautz et al. [69] have formulated three pieces of advice for organ-
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Organisations planning to introduce an improvement initiative. The recommendations are [69, p. 631]:

- use a structured model for process organisation,
- adjust the model to the specific context of the organisation, and
- perform the improvement activities as projects with defined roles, documents, responsibilities and roles.

Out of all the success factors and recommendations by Kautz et al., in the context of this thesis the aspect of adjusting the improvement initiative to the organisational context is the common one. The examples of quality improvements presented in this thesis reflect the context of the organisation they have been conducted in. Finally, what is also specific to the presented improvements is the role of the change agent, who was directly involved in the improvements. This aspect of the SPI programmes was also recognised by Kautz et al. [70], who classified four types of process agents and two roles that they can play. The distinctive roles were of observers, who are not directly involved in the changes, and actors, who participate in the change [70, p. 17]. In this light the role of the author of this thesis can be perceived as an actor who has participated in the presented improvements.

Some tools are available to help companies to assess their processes with respect to the conformance to specific standards. One example of such a tool is MARES [131]. The tool was used by Gresse von Wangenheim et al. [130] for process assessment of compliance with the ISO/15504 [39] standard in small software companies. The assessed processes included: Supply, Requirement elicitation, Project Management, Software test, Measurement, Software construction, Customer support, Supplier tendering, Contract agreement, Software release, Software acceptance support, Software installation, Software integration, and Change request management [130, p. 95]. The long list of different processes assessed in 8 different software organisations shows how many different processes can be improved in different companies. The results of the study showed that also small companies can benefit from process assessment. All of the assessed companies found the results assessment beneficial and depending on their needs the companies started establishing processes most crucial for them [130, p. 96]. This study shows an application of a particular assessment method but also the needs demonstrated by even very small companies.

1.2 Research Objectives

As was presented in the previous section, the concept of quality can be seen from different perspectives, and there are many approaches to improving or assuring quality in software companies. In this thesis quality is viewed from the end user point of view. In the context of a software service provider company, the end user is the other organisation ordering a customised software solution. Therefore, the quality improvements in this context aim at satisfying directly or indirectly the expectations of the software solution orderer. Additionally, quality is seen through the value and
cost perspective of the software solution developed. However, even in this case the end customer assesses the value of the solution.

The main objective of this dissertation is to present how a small or medium-sized software organisation can implement an in-house quality improvement initiative by flexibly and in a light-weight fashion addressing its needs in selected quality improvement areas. It should be noted that in the context of this thesis the term small, flexible and light-weight quality improvement means an improvement initiative that is limited to a specific area of an organisation’s operations, hence small. The flexibility of the approach derives from the fact that the implementing organisation can flexibly choose what should be improved. Finally, the process is considered light-weight when it does not require a significant effort in the organisation. In practice it also means that the process is not meant for any official appraisal. The improvement areas are selected reactively, when an existing problem or room for improvement is observed, or proactively, when an organisation is preparing for some changes and anticipates that new practices are needed for the changes. Furthermore, in a small or medium-sized software company such improvement areas can be suggested and tackled by individuals or small groups of individuals. Naturally, company culture must encourage such grass-root level initiatives for quality improvements. An in-house quality improvement initiative may be a path that is more suitable for small and medium-sized software companies than fully-fledged SPI programmes. Furthermore, a choice of a flexible and light-weight approach to quality improvements does not necessarily mean that the official SPI programmes cannot be followed in the future.

Therefore, this dissertation aims at answering the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1 How can small quality improvements in different areas of a software company’s operation help to improve software solution quality?

RQ2 How can a small or medium-sized software service company implement a flexible and light-weight quality improvement initiative based on its internal organisational experience?

RQ3 How can the flexible and light-weight approach to quality improvement complement an official SPI framework?

The main research question, RQ1, will be evaluated in this dissertation based on the presentation of the different improvement areas and providing concrete examples of improvement actions. The question RQ2 will be evaluated based on quality improvements presented as answers to RQ1 and then regarded as a set of possible solutions that can be used at an organisation level for a quality improvement initiative. Finally, the question RQ3 will be evaluated based on comparison of the proposed quality improvements with process areas specified in a mainstream quality assurance framework, namely, CMMI for Development [124]. This dissertation’s initial objectives have been presented at COMPSAC 2008 Doctoral Symposium [107].

This dissertation proposes local quality improvements in five different areas of activities in a software service organisation as measures for an overall quality improvement initiative. The areas selection and improvements proposed are derived
from experiences in the case company. Additionally, in many areas issues related to multi-site development, subcontracting, and agile practices are especially highlighted, as they reflect organisational changes in the case organisation. The improvement areas are logically grouped in two categories: *Organisation* and *Development*. These two categories cover two important aspects of a software organisation functioning. The *Organisation* category focuses on activities that are vital for software development, but that can be seen as ways of organising work. The *Development* category focuses on activities related to software development, which is the core activity in a software organisation. The categorisation is only a logical way of grouping the improvement areas, and some areas may have certain aspects that can be overlapping with both categories.

In this thesis the two categories consist of improvement areas as follows:

- **Organisation**
  - *Outsourcing Supplier Selection*, which determines the suitability of specialists coming from outsourcing partners for software development in SSP. The choice of specialists developing a software solution can directly affect the quality of software produced.
  - *Agile Project Practices*, which specify agile practices used for project organisation. The usage of practices that are suitable for a particular development organisation, e.g., encouraging communication and customer participation regardless of their location, affects the software quality and customer satisfaction.

- **Development**
  - *Multi-Site Practices*, which gather practices that are used in multi-site software development to solve particular problems. Development practices that are tailored for a specific development environment, i.e., a multi-site environment, help to improve the quality of the software produced regardless of the development arrangements, so that the end customer is not affected negatively by development arrangements.
  - *Component Evaluation*, which affects software system quality by showing how to evaluate components to be used in a software solution in a way that assures that only suitable components are accepted for use.
  - *Selected Design Solutions*, which improve software system quality by proposing specific design solutions and tool support that affect specific quality attributes. Improvements in specific quality attributes, e.g., performance, are directly visible to the end customer using the software.

Each of the improvements in these selected areas affects directly or indirectly the quality of software produced. Naturally, these quality improvements do not constitute all possible areas of improvement. This particular set of areas derives from experience gained in the case organisation. The context organisation is further discussed in Section 1.4.
All the quality improvement areas are depicted in Figure 1.1, which graphically represents the two area categories in the context of general quality improvement in a software organisation. The selected areas are purposely depicted as pieces of a puzzle, as they were not selected as part of any formal quality improvement programme and they should be regarded as example areas that an organisation can choose to focus on. The areas can be chosen in any order or configuration depending on needs of the organisation that wants to make selective improvements in various areas of their operation.

The five improvement areas can be presented in relation to two dimensions, for example, as depicted in Figure 1.2. The dimensions are created by the Organisation’s level of interaction (Intra-organisational, Inter-organisational, and Open to other organisations) and various aspects of Development. Such representation of the improvement areas shows how they relate to the two dimensions and how they may overlap. For instance, area A3 Multi-Site Practices spans across Inter- and Intra-organisational levels of organisational interaction as it relates to internal practices usage, but also to cooperation in multiple sites. Additionally, this area spans across Tools, Methods, and Processes in the Development dimension, as the area specifies a specific tool, a process, and a concrete method of process implementation. The boundaries of the areas are very dependent on the context as well as interpretation. Moreover, such a two dimensional representation of quality improvement areas shows clusters of areas that may indicate new areas for improvements in an organisation. Naturally, the view of the improvement areas can be adjusted to particular organisational needs.

Even though the selection of these different quality improvement areas was driven by grass-root level initiatives, these areas can be linked with some mainstream SPI frameworks. For example, the five quality improvement areas can be, at a high level,
linked with some of the 22 process improvement areas defined in CMMI for Development [124, p. 18]. For instance, CMMI for Development specifies Technical Solution (TS) [124, p. 456] as an area focusing on designing, developing, and implementing solutions according to requirements. This process improvement area has a similar focus as specified in this thesis' areas in the Development category, which groups improvements directly affecting software solution development. Moreover, specific areas of Selected Design Solutions and Component Evaluation can be seen as parts of the Technical Solution process area. This is only an example of possible mapping, however, note that the quality improvement areas discussed in this thesis do not aim at fulfilling any specific quality improvement framework. These small area-specific quality improvements can be regarded as an alternative implementation of Software Process Improvement related to the overall software quality.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are practical solutions addressing needs of software quality improvements in selected areas of software company operations. The improvements constitute a grass-root level software quality improvement initiative that demonstrates how a small or medium-sized software company may address its software quality concerns. The individual quality improvements that are presented in this thesis have addressed particular problems of software quality, and they gradually improve, directly or indirectly, the quality of the software solution that the software organisation develops. The list of concrete contributions and supporting publications in all five improvement areas are as follows:

- **Organisation - Outsourcing Supplier Selection** focuses on selecting outsourcing partners according to needs of the organisation seeking external resources. In
this area a concrete process for selecting outsourcing, i.e., subcontracting, partners is proposed. It aims at selecting partners who are suitable for work in projects in a software service provider. The process is suitable for and has been evaluated in actual outsourcing partner searches. Furthermore, a general evaluation process with specific evaluation criteria is proposed for cooperation with selected partners. The selection process is based on practical experiences in a case organisation, which have been presented in publication [P4]. Furthermore, the selection and cooperation process was presented in publication [P1], which focuses on overall cooperation with subcontractors.

• *Organisation - Agile Project Practices*, which concentrates on project organisation in specific contexts. In this area first experiences based on 18 project cases are reported [P2]. The experiences compare projects’ performance depending on the methodology used. Scrum and non-Scrum projects are compared. Additionally, concrete practices used in Scrum projects are reported. Secondly, based on experiences gained in Scrum projects and the subcontractor evaluation process, a process for cooperation with subcontractors in projects is proposed. The process as well as specific practices are presented in publication [P1].

• *Development - Multi-Site Practices*, which focus on practices that can be used in software development to solve problems encountered in a specific context. As an example, a problem of architectural design decisions assurance in multi-site projects is addressed. A process for architectural decisions assurance is proposed. The process aims at multi-site development projects with outsourcing partners. Furthermore, a tool is proposed for architectural rule assurance in Java applications. The tool has been developed by the author. Both the process and tool were evaluated for their feasibility. The process and the tool are described in publication [P5].

• *Development - Component Evaluation*, which focuses on quality evaluation of third party components that are to be used as an integral part of the built software. The role of such components in the final software solution and the component individual quality attributes affect in different ways the quality of the final software. A framework for quality evaluation of open source components is proposed in publication [P3]. The framework uses a number of selected criteria to evaluate open source components. The framework also views the evaluation in a new way that is similar to construction of software product lines. Finally, results from the framework usage are evaluated.

• *Development - Selected Design Solutions*, where design decisions affecting particular quality attributes are addressed. In this case the dissertation presents empirical findings of design patterns’ influence on the performance of distributed systems. The findings are collected for two technology-specific cases presented in publications [P8] and [P6]. Moreover, based on the empirical results, use of an existing tool in a way supporting quality-driven design is proposed. The tool allows a designer to choose a design pattern based on the pattern’s influence on particular quality attributes, which is described in publication [P7].
The summary of individual publications’ contributions in the different areas of software quality improvements are gathered in Table 1.1. The contribution of each publication in different areas is marked by $X$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution area / Publication</th>
<th>[P1]</th>
<th>[P2]</th>
<th>[P3]</th>
<th>[P4]</th>
<th>[P5]</th>
<th>[P6]</th>
<th>[P7]</th>
<th>[P8]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Selection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Practices</td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Design Selected Solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>$X$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different research methods for the various contributions, details of which can be found in the publications [P1]-[P8] and in Chapters 2-6, have been used. However, one of the research methods frequently used in this thesis is a *case study*. Runeson and Höst present a case study definition as ‘*case study is an empirical method aimed at investigating contemporary phenomena in their context*’ [109, p. 134], which is based on definitions presented by Robson [106], Yin [136], and Benbasat et al. [17]. Additionally, Runeson and Höst list three reasons that differentiate research methodology in software engineering from other fields. These reasons relate to the focus of the study object that [109, p. 132-133]:

- focuses on organisations developing software,
- is project oriented, and
- investigates advanced engineering work.

This definition reflects the cases presented in this thesis as well as the context of a single company, which is introduced in Section 1.4. Furthermore, the grass-root level quality improvement initiative and the cases discussed in this thesis can be categorised as *action research*. Runeson and Höst refer to differences between case study and action research as: ‘*More strictly, a case study is purely observational while action research is focused on and involved in the change process.*’ [109, p. 134]. Therefore, the presented frameworks or processes that aim at improving specific aspects of organisation functioning and implemented internally in the organisation can be regarded as action research. Additionally, the research findings presented in this thesis mostly aim at improvements or finding out reasons behind specific phenomena. Therefore, the research could be characterised as *Exploratory* and *Improving*, based on Runeson and Höst [109, p. 135], who refer to Robson [106]:
• 'Exploratory—finding out what is happening, seeking new insights and generating ideas and hypotheses for new research'

• 'Improving—trying to improve a certain aspect of the studied phenomenon'

In addition to case studies and action research, system development (or constructive research) is used, where a conceptual framework is constructed, system architecture and design are defined, the system is then implemented, and results are analysed [66, p. 635]. Furthermore, the role of a researcher in the grass-root quality improvement initiative can be seen as a stakeholder who actively participates in the improvement process [65, p. 123]. For example, the tool that was constructed for a specific purpose, as presented in Chapter 4, can be seen as usage of system development as a research method. A detailed review of various research methods and approaches based on a number of publications in software engineering has been presented by Glass et al. [49].

1.4 Context of the Dissertation

This dissertation has been created based on the author’s experience in a software house company providing software development services for their customers. The work reflects the author’s interests as well as observations made when acting in different roles in the organisation. Those various roles, which included software developer, lead developer, and project manager, allowed to obtain better understanding of the organisation work and possible areas of operation that were good candidates for quality-related improvements. Therefore, the improvement selection was strongly related to the personal roles of the author of this thesis. Furthermore, as the proposed improvements were not a part of any official SPI programme, no other improvement methods have been evaluated for the case organisation. It should be also noted that the recommendations proposed in this dissertation are primarily targeted to medium-sized organisations providing software services. However, other software organisations are expected to find these recommendations useful as well.

The context of this dissertation is software service provider Solita\(^2\), which provides its services to customers in various domains. The domains range from media, through industry, various services, telecommunication, to public institutions. Moreover, from the technology point of view Solita offers expertise in software solutions, business intelligence and data warehousing, and integration solutions. As a software solution provider that works very closely with its customers Solita operates in a specific context that differs from organisations that focus on product development. The main difference is the close cooperation with end customers. Additionally, from organisational and cultural points of view it is worth mentioning that the company is located in two Finnish cities, Tampere and Helsinki. The two offices accommodated in 2009 about 150 software specialists. The company has successfully operatee and grown organically since 1996.

These context details should be important for understanding the background of this dissertation. This dissertation reflects both the personal experiences of the au-

\(^2\)www.solita.fi
1.5. ORGANISATION OF THE DISSERTATION

This dissertation in the following chapters presents the different quality improvement areas in a software service provider that affect, directly or indirectly, the quality of the final software solution. These areas are presented starting from areas in the Organisation category and next areas in the Development category are discussed. Therefore, in the category of Organisation, an outsourcing supplier selection and evaluation process is presented in Chapter 2. Next, in Chapter 3 selected Agile project organisation practices are discussed and recommended. Then in the category of Development selected multi-site development practices are discussed first, in Chapter 4. Next, in Chapter 5 component evaluation from the quality point of view is discussed. Then, specific design solutions are examined in Chapter 6. Each of the chapters presenting the different areas of software quality improvements provides background information on the specific area, the details of contributions, and a summary discussing the given area in the context of overall software quality initiatives at an organisation level. In Chapter 7 related work for each quality improvement area is presented. Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions of the research are presented.
Outsourcing supplier selection is the first quality improvement area within the Organisation category (see Figure 2.1). Organisation-related activities do not directly result in software production, however, as will be presented in the following chapters, they have an important role in the software development processes.

Outsourcing supplier selection is an important activity for software organisations that are planning to cooperate with other software organisations in order to get access to new specialists. There are many reasons why companies use third parties for delegating partly or fully development activities. The main reasons can be lower labour costs and access to skilled specialists [33]. However, a decision of using services of an external party for software development is important from the software quality point of view. The competences as well as process and cultural compatibilities can cause additional challenges that are not present in the case of in-house software development. Therefore, a choice of service suppliers and a way of cooperation with them influence the quality of software produced. This chapter shows, based on an industrial case study, how a software service provider company can select their partners.

In this chapter brief background information of the outsourcing case is presented along with key terms and concepts in Section 2.1. Then Section 2.2 presents how a software organisation can select their outsourcing partners and evaluate their work. Finally, this chapter is summarised with highlights relating to the main thesis questions in Section 2.3.
2.1 Outsourcing Considerations - Background

The need for definition and improvements in processes used for outsourcing supplier selection was observed in the case company when it was decided that external developers were needed for software development. Due to a specific set of requirements and at the same time the aim of having a light-weight process, the process was specified in-house. Despite the fact that the selection process was adjusted to the needs of a specific organisation, it still seems generic enough for other software service providers to be able to utilise it in their organisations.

Before going into details of outsourcing partner selection, we need to explain the main terms. The definition of outsourcing is relatively broad and can refer to many activities in an organisation that are passed to another organisation. For example, Pirkko Östring defines outsourcing as follows: outsourcing is the strategy of using external companies to provide a service or to manufacture products for your company. [96, p. 7]. Naturally in the case of a service software provider that seeks specialists who can participate in development of a software solution for its clients, the focus of outsourcing is on service rather than on manufacturing. The practice of using third parties to fulfil one’s own contractual obligations is called subcontracting. In later parts of the text terms subcontractor or subcontracting partner will be used to refer to an other software organisation that provides its specialists for work in projects of the service software provider.

2.2 How to Cooperate with Subcontractors?

This section presents a process that shows how a software organisation can select a suitable subcontracting partner and how the organisation can evaluate the cooperation. This process has been used and evaluated at Solita, as was first described in detail in publication [P4]. Later an overview of this process was presented as part of practical recommendations on cooperation with subcontractors in publication [P1].

In order to present how an organisation can cooperate with subcontractors, we first examine the cooperation process in Section 2.2.1. Then we present two phases of the cooperation process, namely, selection in Section 2.2.2 and evaluation in Section 2.2.3. Then we discuss experiences from process usage in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Subcontractor Cooperation Process

A software service organisation that closely cooperates with its customers on specific software solutions must carefully choose subcontracting partners. The main reasons for a careful consideration of such partners is the quality of the end solution, which naturally is linked with the technical skills of the developers working on the solution. Additionally, often the partners work directly with end customers of the software service organisation. Therefore the partner’s personnel must be familiar with both processes of the software service organisation as well as with the

1As per dictionary definition: to subcontract: 'To contract out portions of a larger contracted project.' in http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/subcontract
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culture of the organisation. Based on these two requirements it can be seen that a service software organisation may want to create a selection and evaluation process for subcontractors that suits its specific needs.

An overview of the subcontractor cooperation process is presented in Figure 2.2. The process consists of two phases. The first phase is the selection phase, which results in a supplier list. The second phase is the evaluation phase of the work done with subcontracting partners that have been chosen in the selection phase.

![Figure 2.2 Subcontractor cooperation process overview](P4, p. 226)

The selection phase consists of two main steps: search and selection. In the search step potential subcontracting partners are searched. Then based on the defined criteria some subcontractors are selected for cooperation. The evaluation phase consists of work and evaluation steps. The work step represents the actual project done with a subcontracting partner. The evaluation step represents any feedback and lessons learned from the work done. Having gone through the main phases of the process it is now possible to go into details of each phase.

2.2.2 Subcontractor Selection

The subcontractor selection process aims at finding a large number of possible candidates and then using various criteria and steps to narrow down the number to a selected group of partners. It should be noted that the process may end without finding any potential cooperation candidate. The process is an additional tool for collecting information based on which decisions are made. However, the criteria used in the process are not strictly defined, so that a small variation from the expected criteria would automatically disqualify the potential candidate for partnership partner. Finally, even the companies that are rejected at the selection phase may be reconsidered if their status changes. For example, if a company grows over time and reaches a size that is appropriate for cooperation, or the competences of a potential partner become in line with the ones that are expected from partners.

The details of the subcontractor selection process are presented in Figure 2.3. The first step is initial search. This search is done in order to get as many possible candidates as possible. Various sources are used in the search. Naturally, an Internet search is one source of potential candidates, however, other sources like personal recommendations or organisations helping in contacting businesses can be useful. The initial search is typically limited by location, which is decided beforehand, and by technology keywords. The location can be limited to a certain geographical area,
e.g., a nearshore location [24], which from the perspective of Finland may mean Central or Eastern Europe. The initial search results in a company list that is categorised and gradually narrowed down in the following selection steps.

The next selection step is the first competence check. This step is designed to filter out companies that do not have even potential qualifications for cooperation. An example of such a situation can be a company that was included in the company list based on information from a third-party organisation, but which after a brief check turned out to work in a different IT branch than expected, e.g., the potential partner changed its business from software to hardware, and the recommending organisation was not aware of the change. The first competence check is done based on publicly available information, which in most cases is collected from companies’ websites. The companies that are rejected are moved from the company list to the
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rejected company list.

After the first competence check the potential companies are contacted with initial offer requests in the sending initial offer requests step. The request contains questions about interest in providing subcontracting services, general company profile with basic data, and an example pricing model. Based in the provided data the companies that provide interesting offers continue to the arranging interview step.

The interview is arranged as a teleconference for practical reasons. As a preparation step for the interview the potential subcontracting partner receives a questionnaire that contains multiple questions about their organisation. The questions in the questionnaire are discussed later in this section. The potential partner is asked to send back the answers to the questionnaire before the interview. During the interview the representatives from the software solution provider discuss with representatives from the potential partner organisation. The discussion concentrates on the questions from the questionnaire that may need some clarifications, as well as general discussion about a possible cooperation model.

When the interview stage is concluded, the results of the interviews with potential subcontracting partners are analysed, which is named as the analysing interview details stage. It focuses on the information provided in the answers to the questionnaire and in the interview. Based on the results of the analysis, selected potential partners are asked for meetings in suppliers’ premises. It should be noted that at this stage of the selection process there are only a few candidates for subcontracting partner and it is possible to have face-to-face meetings with all of them. The meeting arranged in the potential supplier’s premises aims at discussing details of the cooperation, getting to know each other, as well as see the work environment of the potential partner. Additionally, at this stage interviews with specialists that potentially could work in software service provider projects can be conducted. Finally, after the visits, results are once more analysed (analysing meeting results), either the cooperation process proceeds to signing contract, or the potential partner is rejected.

When a cooperation contract is signed the subcontracting partner is put on the categorised supplier list. The list consists of a few partners with whom the cooperation is done and the partner’s specialists can be used in projects.

The use of a questionnaire aims at getting understanding on whether a potential subcontracting partner is suitable for cooperation in solution-oriented projects. The details of the selection criteria are presented in publication [P4, p. 228-229] and summarised here. The main areas of interest focus on the size of the potential partner as well as experience in different projects. Naturally, project number, size and roles of the potential partner specialists in the projects are also important, i.e., whether the specialists were technical leaders in their projects. Additionally, the methodology of conducting projects is also asked, as the closer the methodologies and practices of both organisations are the easier it is to cooperate in projects. Finally, the questionnaire contains questions about the customer relationships of the potential subcontracting partner. All this information is collected in addition to typical business and financial information needed in any business cooperation.

When the subcontracting partners are selected normal cooperation is started and projects are realised. The cooperation with subcontracting partners is described in Section 2.2.3. It should be noted, however, that the selection process can be executed
multiple times in one organisation depending on the changes in the needs. For example, if partners with some new technological expertise are needed, a new selection process can be initiated in order to find partners meeting the new requirements.

### 2.2.3 Subcontractor Evaluation

The subcontractor evaluation, which is part of cooperation with subcontracting partners, starts once the selection has been completed and partners to work with in projects have been chosen. Having the partners ready for cooperation they can join a project once there is a new project. The evaluation process is presented in Figure 2.4. The process aims at working efficiently with subcontracting partners and based on gained experience adjust cooperation practices on a way most benefiting the cooperation. It should be noted that changes may be required on both sides, i.e., both on the software service provider and on the subcontracting partner side.

![Subcontractor evaluation phase](P4, p. 230)

The first step of evaluation is **team selection**, which is a natural part of any project formation. A new project team can include a few or consist of specialists from a subcontracting partner’s organisation. The individuals are chosen based on their suitability for a particular project. Next, **project realisation** starts. The evaluation process does not specify how a project should be organised and according to what methodology. However, also during project realisation **project phase feedback** should be collected. This feedback might cause adjustments to the way the project is conducted. A good process framework for getting frequent feedback during a project is Scrum [111], which in the context of global software development in distributed
teams was studied by Paasivaara et al. [98]. Their findings show the positive impact of using Scrum in a distributed team developing a product. Moreover, Paasivaara et al. [98] showed how Scrum practices can be used in practice. The details of project organisation and practices including subcontractors’ participation from Solita’s experiences are presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

When a project is finished the results are evaluated (evaluating projects). The evaluation is based on a few selected criteria that aim at evaluating the quality of the cooperation and ultimately the resulting software solution quality. For that purpose a few possible criteria and a selected sub-set of them were listed. The evaluation criteria details are presented in publication [P4, p. 231-232] and summarised below. The used criteria were found most feasible and most easy to use. Naturally, typical software metrics, e.g., those presented by Stephen Kan [67] like object-oriented complexity metrics, could be used, too. However, code level metrics used for evaluation of cooperation with subcontracting partners could be too tedious for practical applicability. The metrics that have been selected for evaluation are the following:

- **Profit margin** is used as a metric for a business point of view on the project performance. Even though it is a straightforward metric, it must be applied with care and taking into consideration the context of project realisation. The metric value can be obtained from the company’s invoicing system.

- **Communication factor** which is the ratio of time spent on communication to total time spent on project realisation. This metric aims at providing information on possible differences in communication patterns between the projects. The communication in this context should be understood as any formal communication that is recorded in the time tracking system, for example, project meetings, workshops, etc.

- **Percentage of subcontractors** in the project team, which aims at monitoring whether there are any differences between projects organised in different project setups.

Additionally, qualitative criteria of evaluation were used. These consist of project methodology and customer satisfaction. Especially customer satisfaction is essential in the context of a software service provider that works closely with its customers.

The metrics and criteria were discussed in publication [P4] in the context of cooperating with subcontractors. However, the metrics were later used in a broader context of various project organisation models, which was generally discussed in publication [P2] and further discussed in publication [P1]. The discussion on various practices of project organisation and reported results are presented in Chapter 3. A brief summary of selection process usage is presented in Section 2.2.4.

### 2.2.4 Selection Process - Experience Gained

The selection process has been used for selecting subcontracting partners at Solita. The process has been applied at least twice for separate cycles of partner search. The different search cycles differed as for location of the search as well as the technological profile of the potential partners. It should be noted that the search had been limited to nearshore locations, i.e., locations that allow for relatively quick travelling,
a similar time-zone, as well as a relatively similar culture. The main reason of this limitation was the specifics of software service provider work that may require frequent communication with the end customer, for example, a one-day business trip can be requested at short notice.

The results of two selection cycles are summarised in Table 2.1, which shows how the initial number of potential subcontracting partners (Initial Pool) lowered at each selection step. In the first search cycle 26 companies from about 200 were initially selected. From those 26 companies 12 were contacted after filtering out those that had unsuitable profiles. The interviews and the following analysis resulted in visiting five potential cooperation partners. Finally, from that short list a few partners were selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Cycle</th>
<th>Initial Pool</th>
<th>Initial Search</th>
<th>Contacted</th>
<th>Interviewed</th>
<th>Visited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second selection cycle with location and technical requirements different than those in the first case was conducted. In the second search cycle there were initially 77 organisations out of 150. From the initially selected 38 were contacted and 8 interviewed. Then 6 companies were visited. That search cycle did not result in selecting any subcontracting partners, however, the reasons are not related to the selection process.

The presented results show the each step of the selection process resulted in reducing the number of candidates for subcontracting partner. The selection was based on additional information brought by each of the selection steps. The process is generic and simple and can be used in future partner searches.

The process was found useful and flexible. The differences between the first and second search cycle were only the technology scope and location of the potential partners. Therefore, the process was easy to parametrise. The level of details was found sufficient for making decisions and, at the same time, the selection process was not too tedious to implement. Moreover, the cooperation with the selected partners was successful. It is likely the selection process will be used in the future if a new search cycle is needed.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed a subcontractor cooperation process that has been tailored to the needs of a software service company seeking subcontracting partners for its projects. The process consists of two phases, namely, selection and evaluation. The selection phase is executed rarely for seeking new subcontracting partners, while the evaluation phase is actively realised for ongoing projects. The evaluation phase aims at improving processes and establishing best practices in the cooperation, as well as evaluating the subcontractor’s performance. Metrics and criteria selected
for evaluation purposes were presented. The process was used in the case company for a few years. Based on the results of cooperation with the selected partners it can be said that selection was successful. The cooperation process helped in ensuring the quality of software solutions developed together with subcontracting partners.

The proposed process uses common selection criteria and recommendations for successful outsourcing [33, 102, 104] and adjusts them to the requirements of a software service provider. The presented process is abstract enough to be further adjusted in the context of other organisations, while it is still concrete enough to follow it directly. Therefore, an organisation considering usage of subcontractors is able to build their own process that takes into consideration effects of the subcontracting on the final software solution. For example, it is ensured that the subcontracting partner has appropriate processes, knowledge of technologies needed, and experience in working with end customers. Therefore, the presented contributions show how a software organisation can improve their quality in the area of outsourcing supplier selection by introducing the proposed process. Consequently as the competences of outsourcing partners meet the required level for particular software development, we may assume that also the resulting software solution is improved. This answers the main research question RQ1 within the scope of this area. However, as this link between outsourcing supplier selection and final software solution quality is not directly backed up by a sufficient amount of hard data, the actual impact of improvements on final software solution products cannot be determined.

The quality improvement presented in this particular area of organisation operations additionally demonstrates that an organisation can internally create a feasible process. The presented process was flexibly defined in a response to observed needs without a prior improvement plan determined based on other means, e.g., a formal SPI. The fact that an organisation can itself aim at improving processes in the outsourcing supplier selection area answers research question RQ2 in the scope of this area.

Moreover, the process is also in line with general steps of mainstream acquisition processes. For example, CMMI for Acquisition Primer specifies the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development (SSAD) process area [105, p. 26] that has main steps of selection process similar to those described in the selection process. Furthermore, the process area of Supplier Agreement Management (SAM) specified in CMMI for Development [124, p. 439] overlaps with the activities specified in the subcontractor cooperation process. The goal of the SAM process area is ‘to manage the acquisition of products from suppliers’ [124, p. 439], where the term product refers also to services in this context [124, p. 439]. The SAM area specifies the main elements of the cooperation process, supplier selection and evaluation. Therefore, it is safe to state that by using the proposed subcontractor selection and evaluation process an organisation follows a subset of guidelines specified in mainstream frameworks, which addresses the research question RQ3.

The focus of this chapter was on selection of subcontractors and evaluation of their work. More details of specific project organisation practices and methodologies will be presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 3 will also provide details on practices useful in projects implemented with subcontractors. Therefore, it naturally links to the evaluation process presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3

Organisation - Agile Project Practices

Agile project practices that belong to the Organisation category are the second quality improvement area presented in this thesis (see Figure 3.1). Project practices consist of any practices or methodologies used in projects. The practices used in projects affect the project outcome as they determine how the project is conducted. For example, the scope of project practices includes the way how a project team is assembled, how the team communicates, and what tools and methods are used for progress tracking and knowledge sharing. In this chapter particular focus is put on general agile practices and particularly Scrum methodology [111].

In this chapter practical experiences gained from using Scrum methodology for conducting projects are discussed. Scrum and non-Scrum projects are compared. Additionally, this chapter presents a summary of recommendations and practical tips for conducting projects with subcontractors.

This area of quality improvement was selected for investigation as the Scrum methodology was introduced to the case company and it was found useful to investigate the impact of the methodology change on projects. Therefore, again the quality improvement area was selected based on emerging needs within an organisation.

In order to provide a good overview of the subject, we first present an overview of selected agile practices in Section 3.1. Then we present contributions that show how a software organisation can use Scrum methodology in Section 3.2. Finally, a summary is presented in Section 3.3, where the contributions are related to the main research questions of this thesis.
3. ORGANISATION - AGILE PROJECT PRACTICES

3.1 Agile Practices Overview

The principles of Agile software development have been defined in Agile Manifesto by Beck et al. [16] 
“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have come to value:

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

- Working software over comprehensive documentation

- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

- Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.’ The principles of agility in a very condensed form present the values that should drive agile development. However, the manifesto does not specify any concrete methods how it could be implemented. Moreover, under specific circumstances an agile project may need to use some elements of plan-driven practices, as noted by Barry Boehm [18, p. 19]. Therefore, we should briefly discuss one software development methodology that follows the agile principles and was used at Solita. The prominent example is Scrum methodology that has been described by Advanced Development Methods [2] and then by Ken Schwaber [111].

Scrum assumes that certain elements of software development are unpredictable and proposes control mechanisms and risk control remedies to these unpredictable elements [111, p. 10]. Scrum is based on a concept of Sprints that are short development iterations that respond to a changing environment based on empirical feedback [111, p. 10]. The huge difference between Scrum and plan-driven methodologies is that Scrum accepts changes in the project scope until project finalisation. Scrum has been used in Chapter 3 as the main agile methodology. Scrum is only one example of agile development methods. Various agile methods were reviewed by Abrahamsson et al., who also generally characterised agile methods as those that are incremental, cooperative, straightforward, and adaptive [1, p. 17].

Scrum specifies primarily a management method [1, p. 27] but tools and detailed practices, e.g., estimation, are left undefined. The Scrum methodology refers to backlog as a list of items to be developed [111], but the details of a backlog are not defined. Moreover, agile methods may require usage of the same tools that were used in traditional projects, but most likely the tools will be used differently, as Alan Koch noted [74, p. 35]. Therefore, tools and practices used in real-life projects have been investigated, and the results can be found in Section 3.2. The experiences collected from Solita’s projects show how Scrum has been used in real commercial projects, as well as what kinds of tools and practices were used to support Scrum projects.

Having gone through agile method principles and a Scrum methodology overview, we can discuss findings on Scrum practices in a specific context of a software service organisation, as well as analyse differences between Scrum and non-Scrum projects.
3.2 Why to Use Scrum in Commercial Projects and How to do it with Subcontractors?

In order to answer this question, the contributions have been grouped into two parts. First, the analysis of 18 Scrum and non-Scrum projects conducted in Solita is discussed. The analysis focused on the differences between Scrum and non-Scrum projects in order to find out whether Scrum methodology improves the performance of projects. The project performance was measured based on multiple criteria, which will be described later in Section 3.2.1. However, the core criteria were already defined as subcontractor project evaluation and they were presented in Section 2.2.3 and in publication [P4]. The results of the Scrum and non-Scrum project analysis were presented in publication [P2].

Secondly, a Scrum-based cooperation process with subcontractors is presented. Additionally, practical recommendations for conducting Scrum projects with team members coming from subcontracting partners have been collected. Generally Scrum projects were found to be better performing comparing to non-Scrum projects. Additionally, the Scrum practices encouraged communication within the team as well as with customers. The customer’s active participation in the project was also found to have a positive effect on project performance. The recommendations are based on findings from interviews conducted with project managers as preparation for publication [P2]. Furthermore, the findings from publication [P2] are presented as practical recommendations in detail and in a practitioner oriented manner in publication [P1], and summarised in Section 3.2.2. The recommendations are directly usable in a given context.

3.2.1 Scrum and Non-Scrum Projects Comparison

The analysis of Scrum and non-Scrum projects was conducted using the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [12]. The data for analysis was obtained from interviews with project managers of 18 Scrum and non-Scrum projects, who answered questions corresponding to the metrics defined in GQM and gave free form feedback on the project. Additionally, data, e.g., profitability or project time usage, was obtained from the company’s IT systems. The GQM consists of three parts:

- **Goal** that determines the ultimate purpose of the investigation,
- **Question** that asks about a certain aspect of the investigated issue and supports the goal,
- **Metric** that specifies what should be measured in order to answer a specific question.

The goal of this comparison of Scrum and non-Scrum projects was defined according to the GQM template as follows: (Purpose) **Find out** (Issue) the impact of (Object) Agile practices in software projects (Viewpoint) from the software service provider company point of view [P2, p. 224]. In order to reach the goal, five questions [P2, p. 224-225] were defined:
• **Q1:** *Do the current Agile practices benefit projects?* This question aimed at finding out whether agile practices, and in particular Scrum, were benefiting projects. In order to answer this question, three metrics were used.

1. Customer satisfaction, which represented the customer point of view on the project performance.
2. Team performance, which represented the internal point of view of the project manager on team performance.
3. Profitability, which represented a business point of view of the project performance.

• **Q2:** *Does the customer’s direct involvement in the project benefit project success?* This question aimed at finding out whether different degrees of customer involvement during a project affected in any way the project performance. Three levels of customer involvement were distinguished, from non-involvement, through partial involvement where the customer provided occasional feedback on the project progress, to full involvement that meant active and frequent participation in project meetings and providing feedback. The project performance was measured based on the metrics specified in question Q1. All of the three metrics were expressed in a point scale from 1 to 5, where 1 was the poorest result, and 5 was the best result. Both customer satisfaction and team performance were assessed by the project manager of a given project. Therefore the metrics can be influenced by the project manager point of view. The profitability was assessed based on financial data.

• **Q3:** *Is the communication different in Agile projects?* This question aimed at verifying any potential differences in communication between projects depending on methodology used. Communication was measured using two metrics.

1. Communication factor, which was specified as the percentage of the time spent by the whole project team on formal communication to all project time. The time-related data was obtained from a time tracking system that had separate tasks for internal or customer meetings, reviews, and similar formal communication-related events; hence it was possible to measure the metric.
2. Project manager time, which was the percentage of the time spent by the project manager on managerial tasks to all time used by the project.

Both of the metrics used data obtained from a time tracking system that was used in all projects. Naturally, informal communication was not registered by that tool.

• **Q4:** *How to adapt Agile practices to suit commercial needs?* This question aimed at finding out what practices are used in commercial projects and what kinds of limitations were observed. The findings were based on interviews with project managers and collected as qualitative data, i.e., comments, observations, and individual recommendations.
• Q5: What kinds of projects suit Agile practices? This question aimed at finding out whether there is any particular type of commercial project that best suits agile, or in this case Scrum, projects. The data was obtained from interviews with project managers and was based on analysis of data obtained for other questions.

The most complete data obtained to support all the defined questions and metrics is presented in Table 3.1; subsets of this table were published in publication [P2, p. 225-226] and [P1, p. 19]. The table has more data than what was needed for answering the defined questions. The additional metrics were obtained when the main metrics were collected. This extensive data can be used as supportive and comparative data for the future. The rows of the table are grouped based on the project methodology used. The column abbreviations are as follows:

• Proj. contains project ID or a number of projects in a given group,
• Year is the year when a project was realised,
• Size is the size of a project in man months,
• Comm. factor is the communication factor that is defined as the time spent for communication to the total project time,
• Team size is the number team members,
• Sub. is the number of subcontractors in the project team, and
• Meth. is the methodology used in the project. The methodologies were distinguished as WF for traditional Waterfall-like projects that were relying on heavier planning ahead, Iter. for iterative projects that were not planned heavily in advance but that did not follow Scrum, and Scrum for Scrum projects. Other columns are:
• Cust. satisf. for customer satisfaction,
• Profit. for project profitability,
• Team perf. for team performance,
• Sites for the number of sites in the project,
• Cust. invol. for customer involvement level,
• Contract model for the project’s contract model that could be fixed, meaning fixed scope and price, or Time and Material (TM), meaning the project is realised until the customer decides that the requirements are fulfilled, and
• PM time for Project Manager time that expresses time spent for management to the total project time.

The questions were answered based on the collected data.
Q1: Do the current Agile practices benefit projects? The differences between the different project methodologies can be seen in Table 3.1 in columns for customer satisfaction, profitability, and team performance. The results are calculated as average values for each methodology used and as total averages for all project methodologies used. As can be seen the Scrum projects generally had higher scores than projects using other methodologies. However, customer satisfaction in Scrum projects was lower than that in iterative projects. There is no easy explanation for this result. As has already been noted the customer satisfaction was not objectively measured (e.g., by using a survey), and therefore the customer satisfaction data provided by the project managers might be inaccurate. This problem should be eliminated in the future by introducing standard customer satisfaction surveys used to obtain customer feedback directly.

Q2: Does the customer’s direct involvement in the project benefit project success? The results for various levels of customer involvement in projects are summarised in Table 3.2. The data from Table 3.1 is grouped by customer involvement level and methodology used. Additionally, only relevant metrics are used in Table 3.2 for clarity. The three customer levels full, partial, and none, are marked in the table by Full, Partial, and No respectively. The results for each group represent average values of metrics used.
### Table 3.1 Projects grouped by the methodology used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Iter.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>27.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Iter.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.00%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Iter.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Iter.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.87</td>
<td>22.76%</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Result</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>10.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24.00%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33.00%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>18.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>28.12%</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>Scrum Result</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>12.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>24.00%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39.00%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47.00%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>26.51%</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>WF Result</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>26.39%</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Table 3.2, projects that did not have any customer involvement during the projects scored the lowest scores. Projects with partial customer involvement received the highest scores. Moreover, there was only one Scrum project that did not have any customer involvement, which also had the worst customer satisfaction level recorded. Therefore, based on the results and differences between projects with and without customer involvement, it can be said that customer feedback improves project performance. However, it is difficult to definitely state to what extent customers should be involved in projects. That may need case by case considerations.

**Table 3.2** Customer involvement in projects [P2, p. 225]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of projects</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Customer satisfaction</th>
<th>Profitability</th>
<th>Team performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WF</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q3: Is the communication different in Agile projects?** The communication differences in projects depending on the methodology used can be seen directly in Table 3.1. The communication factor is the highest for Scrum projects, lower for traditional projects, and the lowest in iterative projects. The highest communication in Scrum projects was expected, as Scrum has a few formal elements promoting communication, i.e., daily meetings, planning and demonstration meetings. It cannot be stated certainly why traditional projects had a relatively high score. However, one explanation could be that in traditional projects the amount of formal documentation and planning generates enough communication recorded in the time tracking system to receive a higher value than iterative projects, which do not produce so much documentation.

The project management time was highest for Scrum, lower for iterative projects, and lowest for traditional projects. It should be noted that in the investigated projects the project manager typically also played role of Scrum master and therefore participated in all Scrum meetings. That is one possible reason why Scrum projects received the highest project management time score.

Generally, the obtained results were not significantly different between each methodology used. The differences were within a few percentage points. Therefore it can be stated that Scrum projects tend to spend more time on communication-related tasks. However, the difference comparing to other project methodology types is not significantly higher. Moreover, taking general Scrum project performance into consideration, it can be said that the additional time spent on communication brings visible positive results to projects.
Q4: How to adapt Agile practices to suit commercial needs? This question was answered based on comments received from various project managers, who were interviewed on practices used in their projects, as well as general project practices used in Solita. The listed practices include the practices that were used most commonly and that were regarded as most beneficial for projects. A short list of these practices was first published in [P2, p. 226], and later these practices were discussed in detail in the context of using subcontractors in [P1]. In this section the main practices are discussed and their usage together with selected practical recommendations are further discussed in Section 3.2.2.

The practices and tools that have been commonly used in Solita’s projects are:

- **Scrum meetings** - short daily meetings where all team members tell the statues of their work. Additionally, design clarifications were made at these meetings. Any discussions that required much time and were out of the scope of a short daily meeting resulted in a separate discussion or workshop.

- **Product Backlog** - product and sprint backlogs were used to keep track of main features planned, ongoing, and done. It was used at Sprint planning. The feature sizes were expressed differently in different projects ranging from hours to abstract units, e.g., story points or Ideal Engineering Hours.

- **Sprint length** - the Sprint lengths ranged typically from two to four weeks. In some projects this was derived from the experience that six-weeks sprints are too long, while two weeks for smaller teams and three weeks for bigger teams are best suited.

- **Planning sessions** - sprint planning was typically conducted by the whole team and in some cases with the customer’s active involvement. When the customer was not involved, the customer point of view was represented by somebody else, usually the project manager.

- **Sprint demonstration and retrospective** - were often combined in one meeting with different parts. The customer was not always involved in the demonstration, but it was noted that such participation was very useful and could have helped in certain cases to avoid mistakes. Also teams were better motivated to keep up high quality when the customer participated in demonstrations.

- **Customer involvement** - in general frequent customer feedback seemed to be a desired element of a project, which however could not be realised in all cases. No criticism was recorded on customers being actively involved in projects, while there were recorded comments on too little involvement of customers.

- **Continuous integration** - was used to perform software builds and provide feedback to the whole team on the status of the software.

- **Automated tests** - test levels were different depending on the project. However, at least at the unit test level automated tests were dominant. Moreover, in some cases other test types were executed for each build.
• **Collaboration tools** - were used to share knowledge and foster communication in the project teams. Various collaboration tools were used, including *Instant Messaging* used for everyday communication, *Issue tracking system* used for progress tracking, *Wiki* for light-weight documentation creation as well as any project instructions.

• **SVN tagging/branching** - version control systems were used to keep track of changes in the software produced. Also tagging and branching were used to separate code at different stages of development (released versions and current development).

• **Documentation** - was present in all projects, but the extent of the documentation differed significantly from project to project. Typically, general system-level architecture was created at the beginning of a project. The documentation evolved during the project and more details were added as the implementation progressed. In some cases simple wiki pages were found sufficient, but in other cases traditional documentation was produced as well. The level of documentation in a project often depended on the customer requirements to have or not to have formal documentation.

It is important to note that even though the main elements of Scrum (e.g., scrum meetings, backlogs, self organising teams, shared code ownership, continuous integration, short development intervals) are used at Solita, one could argue that this is not real Scrum, as some constraints are imposed by the commercial context, e.g., a fixed scope of a project. Therefore, Scrum at Solita could be understood as Scrum-like practices, where the main methodology elements are used but not always all of them. In any case, the provided list of practices shows which elements of Agile practices, and generally good practices, were considered as important and useful.

**Q5: What kinds of projects suit Agile practices?** This question aimed at finding out whether Agile practices should be used with any particular types of projects. The question was answered based on comments from interviewed project managers as well as results gathered in Table 3.1. Most of the projects that were analysed in Table 3.1 were software implementation projects. However, there were also data warehousing projects that may require much more scoping. As can be seen in Table 3.1 two contract types were used, i.e., fixed scope and time and material (TM). The TM projects were more common in Scrum projects, while fixed scope contract models were more common in traditional projects. Even though TM contract models are very suitable for Scrum projects as they encourage the customer to actively participate in projects, the Scrum projects that used a fixed scope were successful as well.

Therefore, based on the collected data and comments from project managers, a recommended project should preferably be a development project with a time and material contract model. However, there are no practical limitations on project scope or contract model. As was presented also fixed scope projects can successfully use Scrum.
3.2. WHY TO USE SCRUM IN COMMERCIAL PROJECTS AND HOW TO DO IT WITH SUBCONTRACTORS?

Other results. In addition to the answers to questions Q1-Q5 it is possible to briefly discuss other findings based on data from Table 3.1. By analysing the changes over time it can be seen that the number of Scrum projects increases with time from one project in 2006 and 2007, and 6 in 2008. On the other hand, iterative projects were on a decrease and none were realised in 2008. Interestingly, traditional projects (WF) are at a relatively low level through the years, but they are on a slight increase between 2006 and 2008. One explanation could be that the projects' nature required detailed planning ahead and Scrum was not considered, or Scrum was not considered in the first place.

Furthermore, based on the data in Table 3.1 it can be seen that most of the projects that were investigated had an average size of 27 man months. The project teams on average consisted of five team members, from which about two were subcontractors. Finally, most of the projects were realised at two sites, with or without subcontractors. The multi-site projects without subcontractors were realised in two company locations in Finland.

Having answers to all the defined questions it was possible to conclude that Scrum projects showed a positive influence of the methodology used on project performance. Additionally, certain elements of Scrum, particularly communication and customer involvement, positively impact projects as well. Generally Scrum seems suitable for any project type. However, implementation projects and in particular projects with a time and material contract type were especially suitable for Scrum.

3.2.2 Recommendations on Subcontractors in Scrum Projects

The experiences from using Scrum in projects where subcontractors were present led to collecting a few practical recommendations on how to organise projects with subcontractors. The recommendations include practices as well as tool and were presented in publication [P1]. In this section an overview of those practices and selected practical recommendations are presented. The practices are discussed around three project phases. The phases are:

1. **Preparation**, where the project is organised including team members selection,
2. **Development**, where the software solution is implemented, and
3. **Release**, where the developed solution is released to the customer.

The preparation phase is an organisational phase that focuses on setting up the project. The project scope is usually known, at least at some level, based on customer requirements and project order. Based on the more or less detailed requirements also the estimated project size is known. Based on the information it is possible to decide the needed team size and competences of subcontractors. The subcontractor list including competences is available as a result of the selection process presented in Chapter 2. When assembling a team that is going to be distributed across sites it is good to balance the sites so that there is no site with only one developer. Unbalanced sites may result in isolation and deterioration in communication between the sites.

When a team is assembled all team members should receive access to all tools and resources needed for the project regardless of their location or organisation. The
team’s first activity is an initial project meeting (i.e., kick-off meeting) where the project scope, objectives, and procedures are explained. If the team members are not experienced in Scrum methodology, the methodology is explained as well. After the preparation phase is completed the development starts.

**Development** follows the principles and activities of Scrum methodology. An overview of Scrum activities within a Sprint is depicted in Figure 3.2. Each Sprint starts from detailed planning of selected features for the given Sprint. The features are chosen by Product Owner, who in many cases is the same person as the project leader. However, also the customer decides on the Sprint scope if the customer is actively involved in development. Based on the planning Product and Sprint backlogs are updated. Sprint tasks are placed in a task tracking system. Development progress is followed up at daily Scrum meetings where ongoing work, planned work and possible impediments are reported. The Scrum meetings are led by a Scrum Master who facilitates the meetings as well as removed impediments.

![Figure 3.2 Scrum activities overview [P1, p. 8]](image)

A Sprint ends with a Sprint Review where the work done is presented to the customer, in an ideal situation, or at least to the team. The customer’s, or the team’s, feedback decides whether corrections are implemented. Moreover, at the end of a Sprint a retrospective on the Sprint is done with the whole team. This is a chance for the team to discuss any positives or negatives of the Sprint and agree on improvement actions. This is additional feedback in addition to the feedback provided by the customer regarding the implemented functionality. If all functionality is implemented in a Sprint, the development ends. If some functionality is left, a new Sprint starts with a planning session.

The tools and practices listed in question Q4 on page 32 are used during the development phase. Particularly the Collaboration tools are used on a daily basis. Good communication is essential for a project’s success, and is of even greater importance when the development team is distributed. A practical tip regarding communication practices was given in publication [P1, p. 9]: ‘A development team can use a common chat where all the team members can easily exchange options, notify about changes, ask questions, and see availability of other team members. A chat can be used more willingly by subcontractors from other locations than phone, as it is less disruptive and more cost-effective. Team chat rooms have proved to be quite useful in real life projects.’
Other tips provided focus on the particular context of working with team members from another organisation. The nature of these tips can be summarised as strong emphasis on equal and easy access to all tools, which in many cases means web-based applications, and secondly promotion of good communication in the team regardless of the team members’ location. Hence the tip about a common chat that aims at replacing informal communication that happens naturally in collocated teams.

Release is the last phase of a project. This phase starts when the development is completed. Release focus is on handing over the software solution to the customer. Final tests are possibly executed in this phase unless all tests were automated and executed during the development. Finally, the customer may need support in deploying the solution. In any case the release delivers the whole software package, documentation, and test reports to the customer. When all these activities are performed and no faults are found in testing, the project activities end. The very last activity, before the project ends and the team is disassembled, is a summary meeting where the project achievements and lessons learned are discussed.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter we have presented results of analysis of 18 industrial projects and compared Scrum and non-Scrum projects. The results showed that generally Scrum projects had higher profitability and team performance, which is the main reason why Scrum should be used in similar contexts of commercial projects. Additionally, customer involvement helped projects in achieving their goals. However, the extent of customer involvement should be decided case by case. It should also be noted that the presented data came only from one organisation and that the data was collected from a limited number of projects, i.e., 18 cases. This collection did not include equal representation of different project types, namely, six traditional project types, 8 Scrum projects, and four iterative projects. Therefore, the data amount does not seem sufficient or representative enough to statistically determine the extent of individual project methodology on project performance. Still, this data is useful as informative background and encouragement for other organisations to collect additional data for comparison.

Furthermore, a list of practices and tools that were found useful and beneficial for the projects was collected. This list was further described in the context of working with subcontractors. Generally work with subcontractors does not differ significantly from working with team members coming from the same organisation. However, first of all the subcontractors were selected, as presented in Section 2.2.2, in a way that ensured that they were familiar with technologies and a similar work environment. Secondly, the tools and practices selected focused on equal access to the work environment for all team members, good communication, and frequent feedback channels used to receive feedback from the customer and the team. All these results and practical pieces of advice show how a software organisation can work in projects with their subcontractors using Scrum methodology. The possible improvements in project performance can be also indirectly linked to improvements
in the final software solution, which addresses the research question RQ1 in respect of this improvement area. Again in the case of improvements in the Organisation category, they support software development, but do not directly affect the software. However, based on criteria like customer satisfaction or profitability, it is possible to assume that customers were more satisfied with the software they received, which is an outcome of a software project. Furthermore, the profitability level can also be linked with software quality through possible rework done under warranty.

The software quality improvement is achieved in this area of project practices by using development methodology, i.e., Scrum, that improves project performance. The comparison of results in Scrum and non-Scrum projects shows a positive impact of the methodology used in the project. Additionally, needs were identified for better measurement of customer satisfaction as the current, subjective method, may not produce convincing enough results. Furthermore, concrete recommendations on ways of working with subcontractors in Scrum teams were provided. The recommendations were based on practical experiences. Therefore, software organisations working in a similar context can improve their quality by introducing the recommended practices in their projects, which addresses research question RQ2.

The presented practices and ways of cooperating in projects with subcontractors best fit the process area Integrated Project Management (IPM) +IPPD defined in CMMI for Development [124, p. 145]. The purpose of IPM has been defined as ‘to establish and manage the project and the involvement of the relevant stakeholders according to an integrated and defined process that is tailored from the organizations set of standard processes’ [124, p. 145]. The usage of Scrum methodology that encourages involvement of multiple project stakeholders can be seen as following the purpose of the IPM. Naturally, the usage of Scrum alone does not fulfill all requirements defined in the IPM. However, based on the IPM process area purpose being in line with the Scrum usage purposes, and literature reports on CMMI and agile method mappings mentioned, the project practices presented in this chapter do not seem to prevent possible adoption of a mainstream SPI framework. The ability of a software company to choose Scrum as its project methodology and still being able to aim at fulfilling requirements of a mainstream quality improvement framework addresses the research question RQ3. The choice of agile project practices does not mean that the software organisation has to abandon a possibility of introducing a fully-fledged SPI framework in the future, which leaves flexibility in choices for the organisation. Naturally, the presented project practices do not fulfill fully CMMI for Development requirements. However, that was not the aim of these project practices.
CHAPTER 4

Development - Multi-Site Practices

Multi-site development practices is the third area of quality improvements, and the first one in the Development category that is presented in this thesis (see Figure 4.1). The term practices in this chapter refers to any practices or processes that are used for software development. The practice presented in this chapter particularly focuses on multi-site development. Multi-site development is an example of a specific context for development. Depending on a particular context, the development practices may need adjustments to make them suitable for the context. Therefore, in this chapter a specific practice for multi-site development is presented.

In this chapter we start by very briefly discussing the background of the multi-site development case in Section 4.1. Then a process for ensuring architectural decisions and an example tool supporting the architecture validation are presented in Section 4.2. Finally, the contributions and their relation to the main thesis questions are summarised in Section 4.3.

4.1 Need for Multi-Site Development

The need for additional improvements in development processes was observed when the development in the case company became distributed. The distribution was between the locations within the organisation, as well as locations of subcontracting partners. Therefore, the improvements proposed in this chapter are a response to changes in the environment in which the organisation operates. However, distributed development is a common practice and the proposed improvements can be applicable to any organisation working in a similar environment.

Multi-site development is a variant of software development that is relatively
common in today’s development. The goal of the development regardless of the physical arrangements is the same as in single-site development - simply create software according to the requirements. However, the fact that the development is carried out in multiple locations may impact the everyday communication and there can be a need for practices that are specific to the environment. Therefore, in this chapter we focus on a particular problem of ensuring architectural conventions in a multi-site development environment.

4.2 How to Ensure Architectural Conventions in Multi-Site Development?

In order to understand a solution to the problem we need to first discuss a process that is proposed (Section 4.2.1) for ensuring architectural conventions in a multi-site environment. Next, we propose a tool that was developed for the process in Section 4.2.2. Then the tool and process are evaluated in Section 4.2.3. The contributions to this area of software quality improvements have been presented in publication [P5]. There are two main contributions. First, the contribution is a process for architectural decisions assurance in a multi-site project setting. Secondly, a tool for this architectural design decisions validation has been developed and evaluated.

4.2.1 Architecture Assurance Process

The context for the contributions is a project with multiple locations, at least two sites. Additionally, as it often happens in current development projects, one, or some, sites represent different organisations than the one that designs the software [132]. For simplicity of the project setup it can be assumed that there are two separate sites in two different organisations. One organisation is an organisation designing the software, but it is the other organisation that implements it. In such a context it is not easy to make sure that original design decisions are well communicated to the implementers and that the architectural rules are followed during the development. Even in locally developed systems original architectural decisions can be altered with time, which for example can be addressed by Architecture Constraint Language (ACL) as presented by Tibermacine et al. [125]. Furthermore, the two organisations may have different development processes and tools. Therefore, in publication [P5] we presented a process that assists architecture rules validation in a multi-site environment.

Architectural rules can represent a specific architectural style, for example, a layered architecture [22, p. 31]. In such architecture the concept of layers can be disturbed if certain layers refer directly to others bypassing intermediate layers. In order to improve communication between the sites involved in software development and at the same time not require major changes in the individual development practices at the sites, a solution based on profiles is proposed. Please note that here profiles do not refer to UML profiles [36] that are an extension mechanism for a specific technology, domain, or methodology. An overview of the proposed process is depicted in Figure 4.2.
The process starts when architects or any other competent representatives from the two sites meet in order to agree on the main architecture. The two different sites can be referred to as creation team (site A) and validation team (site B), as depicted in Figure 4.2. The result of the meeting should be a high-level architectural decomposition. That decomposition can be a simple list of main components and it can be referred to as abstract architectural profiles. The abstract architectural profiles are the base for creation of other profiles used in the development process. There are two more profile types used. One type is creational profiles that contain rules on which the software is created, and validational profiles that are used to validate the actual system against the architectural rules.

The creational profiles are dependent on the tools and methods used by the creation team, which gives them the freedom of choice. For instance, creational profiles can be expressed as a UML diagram, e.g., class diagram or sequence, and provide enough details to implement the system. However, regardless of the creation specifics, there are a few assumptions made on the creation that need to be fulfilled for the process to work. The first assumption is that creation uses the system decomposition defined in abstract architectural profiles. Secondly, the creation can provide details of fine-grained decomposition, namely component-package mappings. Finally, the assumption is that the creation results in code that represents the system designed.

The validational profiles are derived from the abstract architectural profiles and they define rules of component interactions as specified in the high-level architecture. The validational profiles can focus only on the component interactions that are most crucial from the architectural point of view or define all possible component interactions. For example, the architecture can mandate that certain components may not access other components directly, e.g., to keep a separation of concerns of components and the predefined architecture of a system. In any case, the creation team has the freedom of implementation within the limits of the agreed architecture. The validational profiles are used for validation of architectural rules against the actual implementation. As validational profiles define only components, the validation team needs to know the mappings between components, and packages belonging to that components. As was specified for creational profiles the fact of using packages for organising the system is one of the requirements imposed on the creation. Once the

![Figure 4.2](image-url)  
*Figure 4.2* Architecture rules assurance process overview [P5, p. 340]
components are mapped to package sets, they can be used to perform validation of architectural rules against the system (i.e., code) using a validation tool. The result of the validation provides a validation report that summarises the architectural rule fulfillment, as presented in Figure 4.2.

Overall the process requires a certain level of formal communication between the two teams. The creation and validation teams have to communicate at the beginning of the development process in order to define the high-level architecture as abstract architectural profiles. Then the creation team has to provide the package names that they use for specific components as component-package mappings that are used in validational profiles. The component-package mapping is likely to be incrementally updated while the system implementation progresses. Finally, both of the teams should have access to and visibility of the validation report. The validation report is another channel of communication between the teams, and if there are any misunderstandings the teams can agree and either clarify the implementation that does not follow the defined architectural rules or refine the architecture. The report should be created along with the build process whenever the system code-base is updated.

Practically, the mappings between the components and packages can be stored in an XML file that also contains validational rules. The file can be shared between the sites. As for the validation tool, it needs to be able to use the validational profiles and system code as inputs and produce a validation report. An example of such a tool is presented in Section 4.2.2. However, from the general process point of view any tool can be used that fulfils the requirements. The validational profiles can be stored from the beginning in a format supported directly by the tool, or in a generic format that is converted into a tool-specific format.

### 4.2.2 Architecture Rule Analyser Tool

A validation tool that can be directly used in the process of architectural rules validation is the Architecture Rule Analyser (ARA)\(^1\). ARA was designed and implemented in Java by the author of this thesis. ARA is a tool developed for analysing architecture rules in Java. ARA allows for defining custom dependency rules between Java packages and validating those rules based on binary code of the developed software.

ARA is meant as a tool supporting development by validating specific architecture rules during the software development. ARA can provide feedback on rules fulfilment as a part of the Continuous Integration process, which was presented for example by Martin Fowler [45]. An overview of the ARA-based validation process is depicted in Figure 4.3. ARA operates on Java packages, which group Java application classes in logical groups. The packages, or their structures, can comprise components of the software system. The components can have specific relations between each other that are dependent on the chosen architecture style. The style can be, for example, a layered architecture [22, p. 31]. In that architecture style components from one layer may or may not refer to components from other layers, for example, components from the view layer can refer to the subsequent service layer, but they should not directly refer to the persistence layer. ARA is able to detect such rule violation based on the defined rules.

\(^1\)http://open.solita.fi/projects/ara/
Figure 4.3  ARA rule validation [P5, p. 341]

As presented in Figure 4.3, ARA uses component mappings, which define packages comprising specific components. Then the components are used in validation profiles for defining rules governing component interactions. The validation profiles are expressed as a simple XML file, which is human readable but also directly used by ARA. Those rules are then used by ARA to validate Java Binary Code. ARA first goes through all classes of the system and collects package names that are used in each class within a Java package. The information about used packages is collected using Apache's Byte Code Engineering Library\(^2\). Then the package usage collected from binary code is compared with package definitions defined in validation profiles, which contain component-package mappings. The validation results are provided as a summary of valid or broken rules.

ARA supports two types of rules:

- **cannot use** rule that specifies which components cannot refer to which ones, and

- **must use** rule that specifies which component must refer to other components.

The cannot use can be used, for example, in the case of layered architecture where components in one layer can or cannot refer to components in another layer. On the other hand, the must use rule can represent a requirement of references between components. For example, some components can be required to use logging service. The rules can be freely defined to all or some components, as long as the components can be defined as groups of Java packages. Therefore, the rules are applicable only at the package level. Additionally, the references between packages are recognised as any usage of classes or interfaces from another package. ARA does not analyse references between particular classes or methods.

When ARA is used the architecture rules are defined in an XML file. The file has two main sections, one with component mappings to Java packages, and the second one with actual rules. An example ARA rule file is presented in Listing 4.1.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<validationConstraints>
  <!-- Definition of a mapping between
       an abstract subsystem and one real subsystem. -->
  <componentMappings id="analyser">
    <name>Analysers</name>
  </componentMappings>
</validationConstraints>
\(^2\)http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel
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Listing 4.1  Example ARA validation rules

In this ARA rule example file components and their mappings to real packages are defined. For example, the first component *analyser* consists of one Java package `fi.solita.open.ara.analyser`. It should be noted that ARA component definitions support wild-card character in package name, which allows for flexible system evolvement without a need for mappings changes providing that the naming conventions are followed. Based on the component definitions validation rules are created. In the example ARA validation rules listing there are only two rules, one *cannot use* and one *must use* rule. The *cannot use* rule specifies that the *converter* component cannot refer to *analyser* or *tools* components. If any classes from packages constituting the *converter* component use (e.g., method calls or package imports) any classes from packages constituting the *analyser* or *tools* components, the rule is broken. The validation results are presented in a report, which is in an XML format and can therefore
be easily converted, for example, to HTML. An example ARA report in an HTML format is presented in Figure 4.4. Violated rules are indicated in red (dark gray) colour.

**ARA Validation Report**

Generated: July 15, 2007, 7:55:05 PM (EEST)

**Rule (0) 'cannot_use'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: converter</th>
<th>org.archrules.converter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targets:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.archrules.analyses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.archrules.lattice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rule (1) 'must_use'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: converter</th>
<th>org.archrules.converter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targets:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.archrules.analyses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.archrules.lattice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.4** ARA example report

ARA can be easily integrated with build systems that use ANT[^3] or Maven[^4]. Once the architecture rules are defined, a system can be modified depending on the system evolution. The XML format of the ARA rule file is human readable and it can be edited with a simple text editor.

### 4.2.3 Evaluation

ARA has been used in an example industrial case, as it is described in publication [P5]. First, ARA was used in an illustrative example to validate architecture in a demo application developed at Solita by all new personnel. The application was a simple system using design principles used in the company. The validation was performed in a few implementations of the same application. In addition to the illustrative example, ARA was used to validate architecture in a commercial application developed in a multi-site project. Due to time constraints ARA was applied to existing system versions, which correspond to real-life system development. The results showed that in the initial version of the validated system that consisted of 521 classes in 56 packages the validation took only a few seconds and detected 21

[^3]: http://ant.apache.org/
[^4]: http://maven.apache.org/
cannot use rule violations and 55 must use rule violations. The next major version of the system consisted of 611 classes in 60 packages and 25 cannot use and 55 must use rules were violated. The number of violations in that case was not as important as the fact that the tool could be feasibly used. If ARA had been applied in a project with ongoing development, the violated rules naturally would have sparked a discussion about the implementation. However, in this case the rules have been defined and applied after the project developed the major version and therefore there was no place for discussion on possible faulty rule definition or implementation.

ARA has been developed in Java and it is freely available as an open source project. ARA provides less functionality than commercial Lattix, which is a fully-fledged architecture analysis tool. On the other hand, the open source Macker tool provided similar capabilities as ARA, but it does not support must use rules. Despite its shortcomings in usability and report visualisation, ARA already in its current form is ready for integration with a build system. ARA demonstrates how a tool can support the validation process of a design decision in a software system under development in a multi-site environment. Naturally, ARA can be used as well in single-site development projects even though it was developed with a multi-site environment in mind.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a process for architectural rules assurance in a multi-site project setting. Moreover, a tool, ARA, was presented that has been developed and implemented in order to fulfill requirements of architectural rule validation. The presented process, on one hand, ensures that high-level architectural decisions are fulfilled during the development. On the other hand, the process allows for relative independence as for the way the creation of the software is done, especially when the creation is done in another organisation. This process provides enough flexibility, yet it ensures the architecture design throughout the development process. Furthermore, the process promotes communication by requiring the different sites to communicate details of the implementation, as well as implementation results as binary code, while sharing the result of the validation. Finally, the presented validation tool has been applied successfully to commercial software.

It has been presented how by using this process and tools proposed a software organisation can improve the quality of developed software by ensuring that architectural rules are followed. The presented development practice is focused on a specific context of usage in multi-sided projects. However, other practices can be developed for other specific organisation contexts. As has been demonstrated, even when different organisations are involved, the process and tools can be set in a way that does not require many changes in organisations’ internal processes, at least in specific contexts. Therefore, the contributions of this chapter address the main research question RQ1 by showing how quality improvements can be done in the area of specific practices in development. In this case the improvement directly affects the software produced, as architectural conventions are part of the software produced. As in other cases a limitation of this particular improvement is that it has not been
used in multiple cases, which prevents from generalising conclusions on how much
guarantee of architectural conventions improves the quality of the final software so-
lution.

Additionally, this process and tools demonstrated how a software organisation
can develop internal quality improvement processes based on their needs and ex-
periences, without explicitly following any SPI frameworks. The specific process
and tool for ensuring architectural rules have been developed as a response to needs
observed in the multi-site development. Therefore, also the second research ques-
tion RQ2 is addressed by the presented contributions in this improvement area.

Even if a software organisation does not explicitly follow any SPI, the in-house
improvements may be in line with mainstream SPI. In this case of a specific devel-
opment practice, the proposed improvements can be seen as part of the Verification
(VER) process area in CMMI for Development [124, p. 496]. The purpose of the
VER process area is ‘to ensure that selected work products meet their specified require-
ments’ [124, p. 496]. Moreover, VER is specified as an incremental process occurring
throughout the development process [124, p. 496]. In that context the architecture
rule assurance is a process verifying basic architectural requirements defined for a
software solution. Therefore the proposed process of architecture rules verification
can be seen as a small part of the larger CMMI’s Validation improvement area, which
partially answers the research question RQ3.
Component evaluation is the fourth area of quality improvement presented in this thesis (as can be seen in Figure 5.1). A software system can be implemented as a completely new solution, but in many cases certain components of a larger system can be reused. Ready-made components can come from various sources, for example, in-house components, Commercial Off-the-shelf Software (COTS) components, or Open Source Software (OSS) components. In this chapter the evaluation of ready-made OSS components is discussed. Usage of OSS components in commercial software is an alternative choice to developing a complete software solution from scratch. Many components in software solutions are generic ones that are not specific to a given solution, hence considering a reuse of existing components instead of developing them is a valid option for constructing a software solution. However, a chosen component can affect the whole software solution quality in the same way as a design decision can. The difference is that in the case of ready-made components the design decisions are part of the component. Therefore, designers choosing specific components to be used in a software solution should have tools that allow them to assess the suitability of a component in a given context.

The choice of this quality improvement area was driven by the need of improving and systematising the evaluation process in the case organisation. The goal of the improvement was to make the evaluation more efficient and take risks of component usage into account. Again the need for the improvement was observed internally and fulfilled by assembling the evaluation framework.

In this chapter the basic concepts of Software Product Lines (SPL) and main OSS evaluation methods are presented first in Section 5.1. The understanding of SPL and main OSS evaluation methods is needed as they are conceptually merged together.
in the OSS component evaluation framework. The actual framework is presented in Section 5.2. Finally, this chapter is summarised in Section 5.3 and presented contributions are discussed in the context of the research questions of this thesis.

5.1 Relating OSS Evaluation to SPL

The OSS component evaluation framework that is presented in Section 5.2 is the main contribution in this chapter. Moreover, the framework was put into the context of SPL construction, which is a new conceptual point of view for OSS evaluation. Therefore, we need to briefly discuss the context of framework usage and both concepts, SPL and main OSS evaluation methods. Details of considering OSS component evaluation as an SPL construction process have been presented in publication [P3].

To understand the reasons why the OSS component evaluation framework was constructed in this particular way, we should discuss the contexts for its usage. The framework combines known good practices of OSS evaluation with concepts known from SPL. The framework is based on many criteria selected based on feasibility in commercial settings. A component in the context of this evaluation framework can refer to any software part that can be used in a software solution. For instance, a component can be a simple Java library which is dynamically used in a solution, a whole framework, or a full system that is customised to particular solution needs.

Additionally, the framework is meant to be used in a specific environment of a software service company, which develops customised software solutions for specific problems of their clients. Even though the solutions differ to a large extent at a detailed level, to some extent common elements among them can be found. In this context OSS components can be often reused in many solutions that share some portions of common functionality. Evaluation of such components must take the context in which the component is used into account and assess any risks associated with the component’s usage. For instance, a solution being developed can be very complex and risky by its nature, and therefore any additional risk coming from a new component can be jeopardising for the whole solution, which should be mitigated by a proper component evaluation. In addition to the solution complexity also the component role makes a difference. A component that is a key component in the whole solution should be scrutinised much more carefully than a component that plays only a supporting role. Therefore, the effort and level of detail of the OSS component evaluation should be adjusted to the solution context, and evaluation tools should be adjusted to the needs of the evaluation process.

In the following sections existing OSS evaluation methods are presented first in Section 5.1.1. Next, basic SPL concepts are presented in Section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Open Source Component Evaluation Approaches

Many tools have been developed just for evaluation of OSS. These tools can be successfully used as such, modified, or even some evaluation results of well-known software can be found. A comprehensive overview of OSS evaluation methods has
been presented in an article by David A. Wheeler [134]. In addition to collecting references to existing evaluation methods, Wheeler proposes a method for comparing OSS components. The method consists of four steps: identify candidates, read existing reviews, briefly compare the leading program’s attributes to your needs, and then perform an in-depth analysis of the top candidates [134]. This method is meant for OSS comparison. However, in the case of evaluation of OSS for reuse in software solutions discussed in this chapter there can often be one candidate that should be evaluated for its quality and for possible risks introduced to the solution. The functionality evaluation is naturally important as well. However, some components can be evaluated for their potential use in future software solutions without explicit requirements for functionality. In such cases the functionality evaluation can be limited to recording the provided functionality. Despite a different purpose, the evaluation method presented by Wheeler includes some criteria that can be applicable in any context. For instance, the method suggests criteria like support, security, or legal/license issues, among other criteria [134]. Those criteria are also used in the context of OSS component evaluation for commercial software solutions, as proposed in this thesis in Section 5.2.

Other prominent evaluation methods include, for example, Qualification and Selection of Open Source software (QSOS) [7, 114], Open Source Maturity Models by Navica [90] and Capgemini [23], or Business Readiness Rating (BRR) [20]. QSOS [7,114] consists of four steps:

1. definition, which specifies the scope and context of the evaluation,
2. evaluation, which covers functionality and risks for users and service providers,
3. qualification, weighting the criteria according to an axis specified in evaluation, and finally
4. selection, which can be strict or loose depending on needs.

The QSOS method is based on a system of weights and point scores that can be adjusted depending on the needs. Additionally, a QSOS method is under GNU license itself including evaluation reports that are available at their website \(^1\) and can be a valuable source of information for component evaluation.

Another distinctive evaluation method is Business Readiness Rating (BRR) [20], which aims at finding out the suitability of software for usage in a commercial context. BRR proposes a set of criteria that can be adjusted depending on requirements, as well as templates using different weights for various metrics and score points. Similarly to QSOS BRR offers ready templates for certain OSS on their website \(^2\), which can be a helpful starting point for evaluation. Other methods, namely Open Source Maturity Models by Navica [90] and Capgemini [23], provide their own contribution to OSS evaluation. For instance, Capgemini’s Open Source Maturity Model (OSMM) [23] uses four criteria types and 12 criteria to assess maturity, compare, and select OSS. Interestingly, however, some researches found that formal evaluation methods are not widely used in industry, at least such an observation was reported.

\(^1\)http://www.qsos.org
\(^2\)http://www.openbrr.org/wiki/index.php/Downloads
in the Norwegian cases reported by Hauge et al. [57]. This report has not been discussed in publication [P3]. However, it provides an additional and recent account of OSS evaluation in commercial software companies. Hauge et al. report that in the investigated cases OSS evaluation was rather informal, and often an important role was played by recommendations from a social network or reviews found on the Internet [57, p. 44].

Generally, all of the above-mentioned OSS evaluation methods provide a valuable source of possible criteria to be used for evaluation. Moreover, they provide in many cases ready-made evaluation reports. Some criteria used in these evaluation frameworks were also used in the criteria for OSS component evaluation proposed in this thesis, as listed in Section 5.2. Additionally, the OSS component evaluation framework advises to use any existing evaluation results, such as ready-made evaluation reports, as a source of information. The main difference between the official evaluation frameworks and the proposed OSS component evaluation framework (see Section 5.2) is the fact that the latter uses a specific set of criteria that was adjusted to a particular context. Additionally, the above-mentioned OSS evaluation methods use various point systems for evaluating individual criteria, while the OSS evaluation framework proposed in this chapter does not use any points for criteria evaluation and relies on the experience and judgement of the evaluator.

At a general level the evaluation process of an OSS component can be abstracted as depicted in Figure 5.2. The process typically starts from requirements gathering, and then selection of relevant software is done. Next, functional evaluation and non-functional evaluation are performed. Finally, a chosen component can be integrated with the whole system. These steps are quite general. However, they set the stage for combining typical OSS evaluation and certain aspects of SPL, which are presented in the subsequent section.

![Figure 5.2 A typical evaluation process [P3, p. 12]](image)

### 5.1.2 Software Product Lines - Overview

Software Product Lines (SPL) have been created to ease the development of products that share common architecture and functionality. Paul Clements and Linda Northrop define SPL as follows: A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed, set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a par-
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...ticular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [27, p. 5]. This definition indicated the important parts of any SPL, namely, the shared and managed set of features and the development based on common assets and in a prescribed way. The same requirements, i.e., a set of shared features and development based on existing assets, can be applied to OSS components meant for frequent reuse in multiple software solutions. Therefore, we should be able to look, to some degree, at the OSS evaluation in a similar way as construction of an SPL and building an asset set for the SPL.

There is much literature available on SPL development. For example, Linda Northrop presented a report on adoption of SPL in organisations based on specific patterns [92]. The report presents the Factory pattern [92, p. 5] that facilitates SPL adoption in organisations. Practical approaches to SPL development were presented in SEI’s framework for SPL practices by Northrop et al. [93], which defines three main activities for SPL development. The SEI’s framework includes Core Asset Development, Product Development, and Management as main activities for SPL.

In addition to patterns and practices for SPL construction, approaches to handling quality concerns in SPL have been defined. Niemelä and Immonen have specified Quality Requirements of a software Family (QRF) method that handles quality requirements in SPL [91]. The QRF method consists of five steps and engages main stakeholders in order to get a complete scope of the various quality requirements. Finally, a model for building SPL based on OSS components was also proposed, which has been presented by Ahmed et al. [3].

As can be seen, construction of SPL requires much consideration about the requirements, functional and non-functional ones, of the product family that the SPL is used for. The general steps of construction of an SPL have been defined by Jan Bosch [19, p. 189-190] as follows:

1. Business case analysis - which focuses on feasibility from the business point of view of the product development with SPL,
2. Scoping - which selects products and features that should be developed in SPL,
3. Product and feature planning - which considers possible features coming in the products developed in SPL,
4. Design of the product-line architecture - which specifies the SPL architecture based on the requirements gathered in the previous steps,
5. Component requirement specification - which specifies components used in the SPL architecture and the functionality of specific components and their usage in products, and
6. Validation - which validates that all requirements planned for SPL are correctly supported in the SPL.

Having the basics of SPL covered, it is now possible to combine the OSS evaluation with some SPL activities as presented next.
5.2 How to Evaluate OSS Component for Commercial Use?

OSS component evaluation for reuse in possibly multiple software solutions can be viewed similarly as SPL construction. Naturally, it is not the same process, first of all because the solutions are much more customised than products. However, the requirements for quality of components and possible risks related to their usage are similar to SPL. Secondly, multiple solutions are not governed, at least currently at Solita, in the same way as SPL architecture is. Therefore, instead of referring to fully fledged SPL based on OSS components, the software solutions are referred to as software Solution Lines [P3, p. 13]. Solution Lines refer to systems that comprise a custom solution that can be based on reusable components, but does not follow all component management procedures of SPL.

The very high level mapping between the main OSS evaluation steps and SPL construction steps is depicted in Figure 5.3. The evaluation steps concentrate on the components rather than on SPL as such. The first phase Business case analysis corresponds to Requirement gathering and Selection. This first evaluation phase should determine whether the OSS component should be considered for reuse, for instance, the license can be not suitable for usage in commercial solutions. Additionally, the business analysis should set the associated risk level and consequently needed evaluation effort. Next, Scoping is done, which corresponds to Functional Evaluation. The scoping for a general reuse case, which does not have any particular feature requirements, simply lists the features supported by the component. The third step is Commonality and variability, which combines SPL construction steps of product and feature planning and product line architecture, and which roughly corresponds to Non-functional Evaluation. At this stage the component’s extensibility, for example, should be evaluated. Finally, the last stage of OSS evaluation in the context of SPL is Design and validation, which is seen as Integration in OSS evaluation. This last step validates the component by using it in a specific software solution. Even though this mapping between OSS evaluation and SPL is not perfect, it adds a perspective of high reuse systems to OSS component evaluation.

![Figure 5.3 OSS evaluation in SPL context [P3, p. 13]](image-url)
5.2. How to Evaluate OSS Component for Commercial Use?

5.2.1 Evaluation Criteria

The OSS evaluation framework described in publication [P3] is based on a number of criteria. The criteria were selected from a long list of possible evaluation criteria. Then those criteria were categorised in to groups for clarification. Finally, all the criteria were analysed as for their feasibility usage. Criteria that were overlapping with others were eliminated. Furthermore, criteria that were not easy to obtain and did not bring much value to the evaluation were removed. Finally, a consensus list with recommended criteria was created. These criteria were the suggested ones and they might not be applicable in all possible cases. The criteria summary with all categories is gathered in Table 5.1, and the details of all the criteria can be found in [P3, p. 13-16]. There were 8 different criteria categories investigating various aspects of OSS component. They were also relying on multiple sources of information, naturally using information from the OSS community, but the sources also included any other independent users, and internal experience in the organisation with the component. One particularly important category was the No Excuses category. The criteria in that category must have been fulfilled, otherwise the component evaluation would have been stopped. For instance, a non-standard license or one that prohibits usage in any commercial context would result in component rejection. The importance of other criteria categories depended on the context.

5.2.2 Framework Usage

The criteria list is intended to be used for an evaluation performed by an experienced developer. The fact that the evaluation is meant to be done by an experienced person is important, as the criteria are not evaluated using any weight and point system. The evaluation should encourage a critical consideration of the evaluator who makes the final recommendation as well as possible comments on each of the criteria. That summary can then be later reexamined if the already-evaluated component is considered for usage in a different solution.

The framework is part of the evaluation process used at Solita and it is available in the company’s intranet. There an evaluation template as a wiki page was created. It contains additional explanation of the criteria and the expected evaluation steps, which can also cover project-specific evaluations that are not covered by this OSS evaluation framework. Results of evaluations are available for the evaluated components together with evaluation summaries.

The framework has been used for evaluating different workflow engines. That evaluation has been done and it is part of a Master’s Thesis by Ossi Syd [122]. Three open source workflow engines were evaluated. Only one was selected as advised for usage in software solutions that require workflow engines. In addition to OSS evaluation, that evaluation case resulted in feedback on the framework and its usage. The feedback received from the evaluator included a comment that the framework was meant for an experienced evaluator and that the framework left many criteria for the interpretation and judgement of the evaluator. That comment was in line with the intentions of this framework. The feedback also included a positive note on the fact that the proposed framework did not use any point system. Finally, the evaluator,
who used the framework for the workflow evaluation, was positive about the fact that the framework focused on OSS component quality. The quality focus provided additional and helpful information for the evaluation. In addition to the workflow engines evaluation, the framework has been used at least once. Based on the positive feedback received, the framework is now part of Solita’s general evaluation process. Therefore, the framework is likely to be used also in the future. Finally, as with many processes, it is likely to be further improved in the future to adjust it to new needs.

5.3 Summary

This chapter presented an evaluation framework for Open Source Software components for reuse in software solutions. The component reuse can be seen as a com-
plementary part of specific design solutions, which is discussed next in Chapter 6, and development of software from scratch. The presented framework puts a strong emphasis on quality of OSS components and possible risks attached to component usage in commercial software solutions. The importance of quality aspects and reuse are mapped to the main steps of Software Product Lines creation. Even though the mapping is not direct, there is a certain degree of similarity in the requirements for components used in SPL and software Solution Lines. The OSS evaluation framework takes into account a number of criteria, which are adjusted to a commercial context of evaluation, from different sources. Moreover, the framework encourages critical thinking of the evaluator and recording of the decision process by using criteria without any weight or point system, and instead uses descriptive criteria summaries. The framework is currently in use as part of an evaluation process at Solita.

The framework guides the evaluator in the evaluation process by providing various criteria groups, which cover different aspects of the OSS component that may influence the risks related to using the component. Also, the framework defines the role of the evaluator, who is expected to use critically the framework and criteria. An organisation using the framework is able to assess the quality of an OSS component and possible risks attached to the component, which in turn affects the whole software solution where the component is to be used. Therefore, this framework provides a way for a software organisation to improve the quality of its software by providing a tool that can assess quality of individual OSS components. This contribution addresses the research question RQ1 in this area of component evaluation. A limitation in the scope of this improvement is the extent to which it has been used and consequently available data that could be used for drawing wider conclusions. However, in the Development category of improvements the improvements directly affect the created software. In the case of OSS component reuse the impact depends on the degree to which reusable OSS components are utilised in a software solution.

The framework helps in component selection in a way that mitigates the risks related to the component usage in a commercial software solution. Additionally, the knowledge base about OSS components build from evaluation results can be used in the organisation as a reference material when components are considered for use in new solutions. The framework is another example how a software organisation can internally define a process that addresses needs in a specific area of quality improvement. The framework was developed based on observed needs and is currently a part of the internal evaluation process, which partially answers the research question RQ2.

Furthermore, OSS component evaluation can be related to specific process improvement areas in the CMMI for Development framework [124]. The evaluation of OSS components as part of component reuse can be seen as part of the Technical Solution (TS) process improvement area in CMMI Development [124, p. 456]. The decision to use a specific component is also a design decision. Therefore, quality improvements in the component selection process seem to belong to the TS process area, the goals of which are listed in Section 6.4.

Additionally, the evaluation eliminates risks related to component usage that potentially might not be eliminated. Therefore, component evaluation can be seen as part of the CMMI Development Risk Management (RSKM) process improvement
area [124, p. 420]. The purpose of the RSKM process area has been defined as ‘to identify potential problems before they occur so that risk-handling activities can be planned and invoked as needed across the life of the product or project to mitigate adverse impacts on achieving objectives’ [124, p. 420]. The risk management related to usage of OSS components in a project and identification of the risks by evaluating the component can be seen as part of a specific practice within the RSKM process area. The OSS evaluation suits best the RSKM practice SP 2.1 Identify Risks [124, p. 425]. Naturally, neither TS nor RSKM process areas are fulfilled by the presented OSS evaluation framework. However, the aim of the framework is in line with a subset of goals of these two process areas of a major quality improvement framework. Therefore, it is possible to state that an organisation that decides to use such an evaluation framework for component selection partially follow recommendations of an official quality improvement framework, which answers research question RQ3 within the scope of this area of component selection.
Development - Selected Design Solutions

Selected design solutions are the fifth and last area of quality improvements that this thesis addresses and makes contributions to (see Figure 6.1). Design decisions are made by individual designers in a software company. Therefore, knowledge about the consequences of using specific design solutions is relevant for relatively many people in a software organisation.

Design of software systems and their components is an integral part of software creation in companies developing software. Even small design decisions may have effects on entire systems, which consequently may be noticeable to the final user. Therefore, it is important to make design decisions consciously. In this chapter the impact of selected design solutions on performance is presented, based on empirical data. Additionally, the empirical findings are used to demonstrate how such findings can be used in tools that support quality-driven design.

In order to understand the selected design solutions, we should start (Section 6.1) by discussing general approaches to software design, tool support for software design, and their relation to software quality. Then (Section 6.2) we can discuss findings on the impact of selected design patterns on performance in distributed systems. Next, a tool support for quality-driven design is proposed in Section 6.3. Contributions of this chapter are summarised in relation to the main research questions of this thesis in Section 6.4.
6.1 Software Design Considerations

Design of software systems has been under research for a long time. One of the main works in this area is the catalogue of various design patterns by Gamma et al. [46], who categorised and described in detail various design patterns. Designers use design patterns on a daily basis. This design pattern catalogue allows designers not only to have a reference point for commonly used solutions but also to have names for those solutions, which facilitates communication. The design pattern catalogue by Gamma et al. [46] is primarily relevant for any object-orientated programming languages. However, there are also other design patterns that are specific to certain technologies. Examples of design patterns only for Java-related technology include the pattern catalogue for Java by Mark Grand [53], the J2EE design pattern catalogue by Alur et al. [5] and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) patterns by Floyd Marinescu [84]. Naturally, there are also other patterns for different technologies. For example, Trowbridge et al. [126] presented patterns for .NET technology, Thomas Erl presents Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) patterns [37], or Ajax design patterns by Michael Mahemoff [82], to mention only a few.

Even though the technology-specific patterns are closely coupled to their implementations, they still in many cases can be easily linked to the more generic patterns. For example, Session Facade [5, p. 291] is a J2EE-specific implementation of the classic Facade design pattern [46, p. 185]. Similarly Command design in Java [53, p. 277] can be easily linked with the generic Command design pattern [46, p. 233].

Additionally, there are patterns that are meant for specific usage and are not necessary bound to any particular technology. Architecture patterns, for example, provide examples and systematise solutions to common problems in software architecture. Architecture patterns have been presented, for instance, by Buschmann et al. [22] and Martin Fowler [44]. Other examples of usage-specific patterns could include re-engineering patterns by Demayer et al. [30], applicable for existing software refactoring, or analysis patterns by Martin Fowler [43], applicable for problem conceptualisation at the early design stage. All these examples show the variety of design pattern types as well as applications for them. The design considerations presented in Chapter 6 are limited only to a small sub-set of design patterns. Moreover, the design patterns discussed in Chapter 6 have been implemented in two technologies, namely J2EE and .NET.

Another aspect of design is the relation of design decisions to specific quality attributes. According to the IEEE definition a quality attribute is ‘A characteristic of software, or a generic term applying to quality factors, quality subfactors, or metric values’ [115, p. 3] and a software quality metric is ‘A function whose inputs are software data and whose output is a single numerical value that can be interpreted as the degree to which software possesses a given attribute that affects its quality’ [115, p. 3]. Various metrics for assessing software quality and related design have been proposed. For example, Stephen Kan collected a large number of different software quality-related metrics, including metrics measuring design complexity for object-oriented software [67, p.

---

1http://java.sun.com/javase
2http://java.sun.com/j2ee
3http://msdn.microsoft.com/netframework
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In addition to complexity metrics, software metrics were proposed that were optimised for design pattern application in refactoring, as reported by Muraki and Saeki [89]. Quality attributes have been categorised already for a long time. For example, Barbacci *et al.* [11] discuss selected quality attributes, namely performance, dependability, security, and safety, and relations between those attributes. Additionally, Barbacci *et al.* discuss different trade-offs between the attributes, and they show that an optimal fulfilment of one attribute happens at the expense of another one [11, p. 4]. The trade-offs between various quality attributes and their relation to design decisions have been further researched by Bass *et al.* [13,14] and Bachmann *et al.* [9,10].

Finally, tools supporting the design process are not a new concept. Already Potts and Bruns [101, p. 419] note a need for documenting both the process, for design decision reasoning, and design results. They present a model documenting the design process or deliberation [101]. They also indicate a need for a tool that would support the designer in design process documentation. At the architecture design level a ‘4+1’ view model has been proposed by Philippe Kruchten [76]. This model uses four different views on system architecture (i.e., logical, process, physical, and development view) and use cases that span across the views. Additionally, Kruchten lists tool examples for the different views. Another tool that supports a subset of the different architectural views has been presented by Rick Kazman [71]. Moreover, Kazman specified seven generic requirements for an architectural and design tool, most of which are fulfilled by the actual tool SAAMtool.

---

**6.2 How Can Selected Design Solutions Impact Performance in Distributed Systems?**

In order to demonstrate the impact of selected design choices in distributed systems, we start from analysing results of empirical case studies performed for two popular technologies used in web applications. The details of the cases can be found in publications [P8] and [P6]. The objective of this study was to find out whether design choices that do not affect an application’s functionality can affect a specific quality attribute, namely performance. The chosen design patterns were Facade [46, p. 185], Command [46, p. 233], and Combined Command, which was an implementation of Macro Command [46, p. 235]. These design patterns were selected as they all are valid choices for implementation of an interface to an application’s business logic that can be accessed remotely. The selected design patterns were implemented in two technologies popular in distributed applications, namely J2EE and .NET. In J2EE technology the design patterns were implemented as Session Facade [84, p. 5], EJB Command [84, p. 18], and a modified EJB Command that handled multiple commands at a time, as in Macro Command [46, p. 235]. For .NET technology the patterns were ported to C# technology and exposed for remote access through .NET remoting [94,103].
6. DEVELOPMENT - SELECTED DESIGN SOLUTIONS

6.2.1 Study Setup

This study was conducted as two cases that were technology-specific. First, the results for J2EE technology were collected and analysed. They are described in detail in publication [P8]. Then the same case was ported from J2EE technology to .NET technology and the same tests were conducted. The results are described in publication [P6]. Furthermore, in publication [P6] general conclusions were drawn based on the two cases. The following sections summarise the findings.

In both cases the same test application was used. The application was a simple Document Version Control (DVC) system that allowed for storing documents, versioning them and access restrictions for users. The application was implemented as a layered application [22, p. 31] with presentation layer, business logic layer, and persistence layer in MySQL database ⁴, as depicted in Figure 6.2. The presentation and business logic layers were respectively implemented as Java Server Pages (JSP) and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) for J2EE technology, and ASP pages and C# code accessed through .NET remoting [94, 103] in the case of .NET technology. The three design pattern variants implemented to provide specific functionality in the DVC application are presented in Figure 6.3. The patterns were used in the business layer to expose functionality to the presentation layer. The design patterns were implemented so that services (methods) exposed by Facade corresponded to separate Command pattern implementations. The Combined Command allowed for execution of a few commands in one call. That possibility was used to combine a few commands together that otherwise would be executed as separate calls. The patterns did not impose any restrictions in this case for the provided functionality, and therefore they could be treated as design alternatives for this application.

The performance of the application was measured based on selected metrics that
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⁴http://www.mysql.com
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Figure 6.3 Example pattern implementation [P6, p. 2]

consisted of

1. throughput - measured in requests per second,

2. average response time - measured as the average time that was needed to obtain a response by the client,

3. threshold exceeded - measured as a number of requests whose processing time took more than a threshold of 10 seconds, and

4. success rate - measured as percentage of successfully completed requests of the total number of requests.

The performance-related metrics were measured using the JMeter tool that simulated requests executed according to the provided scenario for the given number of simultaneous users. The test scenario included a few activities for each user. The user activities generated calls from the presentation layer to the business layer where the investigated design patterns were implemented. The number of users was increased gradually from five to 220, which was determined empirically as the maximum number of users that can be handled by the application. The tests were repeated in four series in order to obtain reliable data. The application in all the cases handled data consisting of 500 users and 1500 documents.

The DVC application was deployed in technology-specific deployment variants. For the J2EE technology case two deployment configurations were used. One configuration involved only one J2EE container for the presentation and business logic layers, which was called local deployment and can be seen in Figure 6.4(a). The other deployment configuration consisted of two separate containers, one for the presentation layer and the other one for the business logic. That separate arrangement of containers was called separate deployment and can be seen in Figure 6.4(b). The local deployment allowed for container-specific calls optimisation, while separate de-

http://jakarta.apache.org/jmeter
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(a) Local deployment - one container. (b) Separate deployments - two containers.

Figure 6.4 Deployment variants [P8, p. 14]

Deployment forced remote calls (i.e. Remote Method Invocation (RMI) 6) between the containers. The EJB containers used were JBoss 7 and JOnAS 8. The Tomcat 9 servlet container was used for the presentation layer in the case of separate deployments.

In the case of .NET implementation of DVC, the application was deployed in Internet Information Services (IIS) 10. The .NET case deployments were done in similar configurations as in the J2EE case with one local deployment configuration where presentation and business logic layers were deployed in the same container. The second .NET deployment case involved two containers on separate nodes, one for presentation and the other one for business logic layers. In addition to the deployment variants in the .NET case, different configurations of the remote communication used between the layers were used. Two transport layer variants were used: one used HTTP protocol for communication, the other one used ‘raw’ TCP communication. Finally, for the HTTP communication case two different serialisers that convert data transferred between the layers were used. The serialisers used were an XML serialiser and a binary serialiser. All these configuration variants were investigated in order to find out possible differences between performance of the application when different design patterns are used for the inter-layer communication. Having presented the general setup of the cases we can next discuss the main findings of each investigated case.

6.2.2 Findings in J2EE

In the case of local deployment the results were not very clear and had much ‘noise’, which was visible in the performance metrics graphs as unstable and uncorrelated lines (see Figure 6.5). The throughput values for the investigated patterns do not differ noticeably between each other. What could be observed was that the throughput of the application lowered with an increasing load, which is an expected be-
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6http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/guide/rmi/spec/rmiTOC.html
7http://www.jboss.org
8http://jonas.objectweb.org
9http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat
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Throughput - J2EE local deployment [P8, p. 17]

![Figure 6.5](image)

Figure 6.5 Throughput - J2EE local deployment [P8, p. 17]

haviour. Furthermore, it was possible to notice that the obtained throughput values were higher compared to separate deployment, which is depicted in Figure 6.6. This observation was also expected as in the case of separate deployment remote communication between containers causes additional overhead.

The results obtained from tests in the case of separate deployment were most interesting as they enforced remote communication between containers. The throughput results can be seen in Figure 6.6. There are clear differences between the pattern used for accessing the business logic in the DVC application. Facade results show that in this case simple calls to Facade’s service methods were most efficient. Then Command combined was about 25% slower than Facade, however about 20% faster than Command. In this case calls to Facade did not involve any overhead provided by the data structure as only the method parameters were passed. In the case of Command the same parameters as in the case were passed and additionally the Command object itself had to be transferred. In the case of Command combined the data complexity was similar to the Command case. However, Command combined provided a possibility of executing a few commands in one call, which reduced the overhead of multiple remote calls.

Other metrics measured showed the same results, especially the average response times. The success rate showed when the container was not able to compare with the load, which happened approximately when the load reached 160 threads, as well as the percentage of correctly served requests. The success rate additionally showed when the waiting time for response increases with load. Finally, the differences between different containers were noticed. There were differences in values obtained as well as the stability of each container. However, a container performance measurement was not an objective of this case, and therefore the results are not analysed from that point of view. What was important was the fact that the noticeable differ-
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6.2.3 Findings in .NET

Similarly as in the case of J2EE, in the local deployment case of .NET no clear differences between the investigated design patterns were observed [P6]. There were no significant differences between the formatters used either. It should be noted, that the communication in the case of application deployed to IIS container included serialisation. However, there was no network communication as the deployment was local.

When the DVC application was deployed on separate machines, differences in performance were observed. For example, the throughput diagram for separate deployment can be seen in Figure 6.7. It can be seen that generally Command had the worst results. Facade and Command combined had similar results, which differed from each other only in specific cases.

Average response times showed results in line with what the throughput results indicated. Success rate and the exceeded threshold pointed out the number of users with which the application started to have problems with serving requests, which happened with 20 or more users. Additionally, the results for binary and SOAP formatters both showed results that confirmed the differences between the patterns.

Figure 6.6 Throughput - J2EE separate deployments [P8, p. 18]
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6.2.4 Serialisation Considerations

As could be observed in both technologies, J2EE and .NET, the most significant differences were observed when communication between the application layers was performed remotely. Remote communication in generally includes data serialisation to a format determined by the technology and formatter used, and next sending the data over the network to the other layer where it would be deserialised and served in the other layer. These operations seemed to have the biggest impact on the performance and in that context revealed differences between the design patterns. Therefore, the remote communication was investigated in detail in order to obtain more data and find out the reasons for the differences. The serialisation and remote communication tests included [P6, p. 8]:

- Java RMI,
- .NET Remoting with SOAP formatter over HTTP,
- .NET Remoting with binary formatter over HTTP,
- .NET Remoting with binary formatter over TCP, and
- .NET Remoting with SOAP formatter over TCP.

The measurement of size of the data for each design pattern revealed the impact of the patterns on the amount of data that has to be transferred in each case. Regardless
of the formatter used, Facade had the smallest data size, then was Command, and the biggest data amount was for Command combined. The differences for small objects serialised were most significant. However, for the largest objects, this difference was not so significant. Furthermore, there were naturally differences between formatters, too. The SOAP formatter produced the largest data, which was a few times larger than RMI or .NET binary formatters produced.

6.2.5 General Findings

The overall findings showed that in locally deployed application layers the choice of a design pattern used for communication between layers does not play a significant role in the performance of the whole application. This is due to the fact that in the case of local deployment there is no real over-the-network communication. However, when the layers are deployed separately there are noticeable differences in performance of the application depending on the design pattern used. For both J2EE and .NET, the Facade design pattern had the best performance among the three investigated ones. Then the Command design pattern had better or similar performance as the Command combined pattern for single calls. Additionally, based on the serialisation investigation of the patterns it was known that the differences in performance come from the fact that each of the design patterns introduced a different degree of additional complexity to the remote call. Facade required only transfer of the parameters used in the call, while Command and Command combined had additional structure of the Command itself to be transferred. It was also observed that the performance penalty caused by the design pattern used played a less significant role when the data transferred was large. Furthermore, the choice of the formatter used was important as the data size produced by each formatter differed, which was especially visible in the case of the SOAP formatter. Finally, when remote calls could be optimised to one call that used Command combined that pattern had the potential to reduce the overhead of multiple remote calls and outperform at least multiple Command calls and be close to the results obtained by Facade.

Generally, the results showed how selected design decisions can affect the performance of a whole application. Designers can utilise this knowledge in their everyday work. From the viewpoint of organisations it is important to acquire thorough understanding of design decisions in the specific context of application architecture and technology used.

6.3 How Can Tools Support Quality-Driven Design?

The empirical findings on the impact of selected design patterns on performance of distributed systems, which were summarised in Section 6.2, can be utilised by tools supporting software design. The tool support for quality-driven design was the aim of a solution created using the MADE tool [55]. The MADE ‘Modelling and Architecting Design Environment’ tool was an older version of a tool that has evolved

http://www.cs.tut.fi/~mda/
into the tool currently known as Inari. MADE is a design tool that uses a system of patterns for design descriptions. A MADE pattern consists of roles, which can be bound to, e.g., classes in a UML diagram, or other system artifacts, that specify relationships between artifacts bound to the roles. Additionally, MADE generates a list of tasks that have to be done in order to implement a pattern. The tasks represent unbound roles, i.e., roles that do not have concrete artifacts bound to them. A designer can implement a pattern based on the task list by binding particular roles to various artifacts, e.g., classes.

An example overview of a MADE pattern and its mappings to a UML class diagram is presented in Figure 6.8. In this example two alternative solutions A and B are presented as a UML diagram. For the selected solution B the following MADE roles are selected: AbstractB, for the abstract representation of the solution, and BImplementation, for solution implementation representation. The example also lists tasks needed for implementation of the chosen solution. The tasks dynamically change depending on the solution selected and possibly missing bindings between roles and concrete artifacts. In this example, the task list includes tasks for implementing solution B. The Provide abstract B mandates the designer to link the role AbstractB with an abstract class. The second task mandates linking the role BImplementation with an implementation class BImplementation. When both tasks are completed, the MADE pattern is implemented. In this very simple example, the resulting solution is an implementation of an abstract class AbstractB. In the case of complex systems the tasks allow for gradual implementation of patterns and tracking of the implementation progress.

![Figure 6.8 MADE patterns and UML diagram example](http://practise.cs.tut.fi)
6.3.1 Example Solution

The MADE tool was used for implementation of a solution to a specific design problem. This usage of the tool was an example of quality-driven design tool support, as the design choices were based on the impact the design has on specific quality attributes. The problem that was solved by the tool was an interface design for an example application. The example application was a Document Version Control (DVC) system already presented in Section 6.2.1. However, the application specifics were not of the main concern in this case. The problem was limited to the design of two interfaces for accessing the DVC application. One internal interface was supposed to provide a high performance access. The second, external, interface was meant as a highly flexible interface. In this context the interface designer was to design the interfaces based on functional requirements as well the non-functional ones.

Based on the findings on design pattern usage for remote access, which were presented in publications [P8,P6] and summarised in Section 6.2, a set of solutions were defined in MADE as a set of patterns. The solutions had a descriptive summary of their properties, so that the designer could make conscious choices between the solutions. Once a solution was selected, a list of tasks to perform was created. The list showed the minimum steps that had to be followed to implement the solution.

For the presented problem, three solutions were created in MADE. There was a solution based on the Facade design pattern [46, p. 185], the Command [46, p. 233] design pattern, and a Command combined [46, p. 235]. These three design alternatives were linked with specific quality attributes. The Facade-based solution was attributed high performance, but it was also characterised as the one with an inflexible interface. On the other hand, the Command-based solution was attributed a low performance among the provided solutions. However, the Command-based solution was also attributed a flexible interface. Finally, the Command combined-based solution was attributed average performance and interface flexibility the same as in the case of the Command-based solution. All this information about the solutions was available for the designer. Thus, based on the requirements and known quality attributes of the solutions, the designer could make a conscious choice between the solutions. Once the choice was made, the tool provided a list of tasks needed for actual implementation.

An example of a chosen solution for high performance is presented in Figure 6.9. It is a solution that fulfils the internal interface requirements for the DVC application. Once the designer selects the solution, the roles involved in it are activated. The roles are mapped to specific class roles in the UML class diagram. Finally, a list of tasks for the developer is created.

An example view of the MADE design environment is presented in Figure 6.10. The view consists of four parts, a pattern tree, marked as Patterns, a list of various roles, marked as Role bindings, tasks that need to be fulfilled to bind roles, marked as Tasks, and a selected task description window, marked as Task description. The pattern tree groups patterns and their implementations (instances). In the example one pattern RemoteInterfaceSolutions is visible and two instances that represent different implementations of each pattern. The implementation results in a UML class diagram that includes classes, or interfaces, mapped to roles of a MADE pattern. The role
binding view shows roles that constitute a pattern, in this case the `RemoteInterfaceSolutions` pattern. The selected pattern has two types of roles: class roles and method roles. In the example, the `IDocumentManager` interface is not bound to any implementation, which is marked in the view with a small circle in the bottom right hand side corner of the class role icon. For the missing bindings, the task list view lists tasks that have to be implemented, in this case the task is `Provide 'BusinessInterface'`. The meaning of the task is textually described in the task description view. In this example a flexible solution has been selected. It can be seen that a specific pattern has been selected and role bindings are present. Also one specific task is selected as well as its description. The pattern roles are bound to the UML class diagram managed in IBM’s Rational Rose 13 (see Figure 6.11). The diagram shows a Possible solution corresponding to the design options that the designer can select from, a particular solution implementation marked as Flexible solution implementation, and a Business interface that corresponds to the role of `IDocumentManager` from Figure 6.10. The link between MADE and Rational Rose is interactive, so that changes in the class diagram that break any bindings are visible in the MADE views and active tasks. This behaviour ensures that changes in the design do not break the already implemented functionality.

13urlhttp://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/
6.3.2 Tool Usage Benefits

Using MADE and the example set of solutions the designer was able to select a solution that was the most suitable to the given requirements. Naturally, the solution set in this example case was very limited and the presented problem was not very complex either. However, the aim of this case was to demonstrate that a tool can be used for quality-driven design. In the demonstrated case the experienced designer was likely to know the differences between design choices. However a less experienced one might find the tool useful. A tool that offers a wide range of design solutions together with guidance on the solution implementation could be even more useful.

This usage of MADE was only a proof of concept validation that showed potential applicability of such tools. However, the tool has never been used for any commercial purposes, mainly due to the fact that simple design choices are easily made by experienced designers. Additionally, a different tool set has been used at Solita. Despite this limitation, generally, the idea of a tool that helps a designer in making design decisions seemed useful. Organisations can build up a design library that is applicable for their use. The library can be used for development, but it can also be used as training material for new developers. The ways of utilising various tools in software organisations naturally depend on their needs, and in the case of MADE and the case company the practical applicability was found limited.
6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have presented how specific design choices can affect performance of a distributed system. The presented empirical results provide background information and justification on usage of specific design patterns for remote communication in distributed applications. Generally, the results also showed mechanisms that cause differences between the design patterns, i.e., data structure that results in increased size of serialised objects, as well as usage of particular technologies for serialisation, i.e., binary serialisation and XML serialisation. The data complexity increased the size of the payload to be sent between application layers, as did the XML serialisation compared with binary serialisation. Consequently, the increased size of data to be sent between application layers impacted the application performance.

This contribution is narrow but provides additional value to a designer far making conscious design decisions. Moreover, this chapter presented how results from an empirical investigation of specific design choices can be utilised in tools supporting design. The tool support for quality-driven design is both directly helpful in the design process, but also it allows to build up a knowledge base.

Software organisations can use the provided results directly. However, naturally they can themselves investigate, or use existing research on, other design solutions.
in technologies and application scopes that are most important for their everyday design decisions. That way organisations are able to build up a knowledge base specific to their domain that can be utilised in the whole organisation. Therefore, the presented empirical results and tool usage contribute twofold by presenting how specific design solutions affect distributed systems and how the empirically gained knowledge can be utilised further in tools. In Solita the obtained results have been made available to everybody in the company’s knowledge sharing tool, i.e., a wiki system.

In the context of the research questions of this thesis, this quality improvement area is important as it impacts the final software solution offered to end customers. Owing to the fact that any software system requires design decisions that impact the final software solution, this quality improvement area can have an impact on the overall quality improvement measures in a company. The contributions presented in this chapter show practically how an organisation can make specific improvements in this area, i.e., learn the design decision’s impacts on the typically designed software and utilise the knowledge in tools supporting design, which is the main research question RQ1. The limitation of the presented improvement in this area is the fact that only very few design choices have been investigated. A larger set of investigated design alternatives would allow to collect more data and perform better comparison. Additionally, the tool support for quality-driven has not been used in a commercial context, which rendered it only a proof of a potentially useful concept.

Moreover, the selected improvements presented in this area show that a software organisation can internally identify design-related concerns, address them by empirical examination, and use the results for improvements in this area. By repeating this scenario an organisation should be able to build up knowledge that it needs for developing a software solution of higher quality, which partially answers the additional research question RQ2.

Furthermore, software design in a software organisation can be viewed in the context of mainstream quality improvement frameworks. For instance, CMMI for Development specifies the Technical Solution (TS) process area [124, p. 456]. According to CMMI for Development the purpose of Technical Solution is to ‘design, develop, and implement solutions to requirements’ [124, p. 456]. Moreover, the Technical Solution area is to focus on [124, p. 456]:

- ‘Evaluating and selecting solutions …that potentially satisfy an appropriate set of allocated requirements’, in this context the selected design solutions provide alternatives to the final design solution and the tool support eases the selection process,

- ‘Developing detailed designs for the selected solutions …’, also in this case the selected design solutions are concrete design examples that can be directly implemented, and naturally the selected design solutions do not constitute a whole system, but only a part of it,

- ‘Implementing the designs as a product or product component’, the selected design solutions propose solutions only to specific problems that can be encountered in a system, hence they can only be a part of the implementation.
Therefore, based on the intended scope of the Technical Solution process area the selected design solutions as well as tools supporting design can be seen as being within the scope of this process area. Naturally, they do not fulfill all requirements of the TS area, but they support a subset of goals of this area within a major quality improvement framework. As a result, the proposed contributions in the area of development and selected design solutions are partially supporting a major quality improvement framework, i.e., CMMI for Development, which in this area answers additional research question RQ3.
CHAPTER 7

Related Work

In Chapters 2-6 we have discussed quality improvements in various areas of software organisation activities. In this chapter we present selected literature related to each improvement area discussed. Moreover we characterise how the existing research relates to the work presented in this thesis. The order of the literature review follows the order of the main contribution chapters, namely from Chapter 2 to 6.

7.1 Outsourcing Considerations

The outsourcing supplier selection and cooperation process have been presented in Chapter 2. Outsourcing in software development has been widely discussed in literature. General recommendations for outsourcing practices have already been defined. For instance, Donald J. Reifer presented seven outsourcing practices [104]. The recommendations focus on a business feasibility of possible outsourcing, establishing a good relationship with the outsourcing partner, measuring performance as well as using the results for stimulating the relation between the parties, and using outsourcing as an opportunity of knowledge transfer in both directions to and from the supplier. Finally, and probably most importantly, Reifer recommends to establish a win-win relationship between the organisations in order to sustain a healthy relationship. A creation of a good relationship with a outsourcing supplier is also a goal of the process described in Section 2.2.2. The building element of the relationship is the suitability of the supplier to the defined needs. Also the monitoring of the cooperation, described in Section 2.2, allows for taking corrective actions and developing the relationship with a supplier.

Additionally, high-level recommendations on developing outsourcing programmes have been presented by Power et al. [102]. Power et al. emphasise the importance of knowledge management in the process of building and improving an outsourcing programme. Furthermore, they specify an outsourcing management maturity model (OMMM) [102, p. 37]. These various high-level recommendations do not provide an actual recipe for how to outsource. However, they emphasise important aspects of developing and improving outsourcing programmes. As has been presented in Section 2.2 some of these recommendations can be found in the defined process for subcontractor selection and evaluation, e.g., knowledge buildup and learning process based on project experiences as well as aiming at partnership with the subcontractor.

A concrete set of criteria for supplier selection has been proposed by Christof
Ebert [33]. Ebert lists rules for supplier selection [33, p. 179-180]. These rules refer to the suitable size and business model of the supplier, the competence and internal processes of the supplier, and practical advice to obtain concrete names of people, who will be working from the supplier’s side. Furthermore, Ebert presents a four-stage supplier agreement management. These recommendations and the agreement management plan are in line with the process presented in Section 2.2, but the process’ details are adjusted to the specifics of the software service provider and the process is defined at a ready-to-use level.

Naturally, frameworks and methods have been proposed for aiding organisations in outsourcing planning and execution. For example, Hefley and Loesche proposed the eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL) [58, 59]. The eSCM-CL is an extensive collection of 95 best practices for client organisations of sourced services. The eSCM-CL specifies five life-cycle phases in sourcing [58, p. 29-32], namely:

- **Ongoing**, which focuses on management thought the whole sourcing life-cycle,
- **Analysis**, which focuses on identifying activities that could potentially be sourced,
- **Initiation**, which focuses on service provider selection and defining and formalising the sourcing relationship,
- **Delivery**, which focuses on actual service delivery by the service provider, and
- **Completion**, which focuses on ending a relationship with a sourcing service provider.

Furthermore there exist major quality improvement frameworks that specify practices for supplier selection and cooperation. For instance, CMMI for Acquisition Primer [105] defines selected practices for cooperation with suppliers and contractors in projects. Those practices are organised around various process areas, namely *Project Management*, *Acquisition*, and *Support*.

The outsourcing supplier selection and cooperation process presented in Chapter 2 is not based directly on any of the above-mentioned frameworks. However, it uses a certain subset of elements defined in them. For example, comparing to the eSCM-CL [58, 59] the subcontracting cooperation process, and its selection and evaluation phases, can be seen as a small subset of life-cycle phases defined in eSCM-CL, particularly, **Ongoing**, **Initiation**, and **Delivery**. However, the internal organisational considerations of decision making whether and what to outsource specified in the **Analysis** phase are not covered by the proposed process. Likewise, details of activities related to termination of an outsourcing relationship, as defined in the **Completion** phase, are not covered by the proposed process. Moreover, the selection and cooperation process described in this thesis focuses on a long term relationship. Therefore, the selection process is conducted infrequently, while cooperation happens in each case a project is implemented with the participation of a subcontracting partner.
7.2 Experiences with Agile Practices

Agile practices and practical recommendations on their usage have been presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter we review related reports on agile practices, and particularly Scrum use.

An important aspect of agile methods is communication. The impact of agile methods on internal and external communication in agile projects were investigated by Pikkarainen et al. [99]. Based on case studies, Pikkarainen et al. reported a generally positive impact of agile methods, including Scrum, on communication. They also report some negative impacts, e.g., an open space office that can positively influence informal face-to-face communication but can also be destructive in cases of performing tasks that require a high level of concentration [99, p. 328-329]. Similarly a positive impact of communication, particularly customer involvement, has been observed in experiences presented in Chapter 3. Additionally, as the case projects were often distributed ones, practices, e.g., common chat rooms in IM communicators, have been listed that aim at compensating the lack of physical proximity.

There are also reports on communication in distributed agile projects. For example, Korkala and Abrahamsson [75] report on case studies analysis where project practices were compared with recommended practices. Furthermore, reports on Scrum used in distributed projects exist. For example, Sutherland et al. [121] report on best practices for distributed teams as well as provide data on high productivity achieved in those teams. Complementary recommendations on practices in distributed Scrum teams were also presented by Paasivaara et al. [98]. These best practices and recommendations in many points overlap with the findings presented in Chapter 3. For instance, the use of teleconferencing or issue tracking tools, as well as the importance of building trust in the distributed team, have also been among best practice recommendations for distributed Scrum teams [98].

Moreover, tools aiming at improving communication and collaboration in distributed projects have been proposed. Bruegge et al. [21] suggest Sysiphus as a collaboration platform for system models. Sysiphus allows for collaboration on specific artifacts including traceability of important stakeholders, or notifications of changes. Such specialised tools for system model tracing have not been proposed. However, in recommendations presented in Chapter 3, the use of Wiki pages for collaborative documentation is advised.

In addition to reports on Scrum usage in various case studies, Scrum methodology has been investigated on compliance with mainstream SPI frameworks. Marçal et al. [83] have compared Scrum with CMMI and concluded that Scrum is a good starting point for companies at entry levels of CMMI. However, Marçal et al. add that organisations that are aiming at reaching a higher level of CMMI must use alternative practices to complement Scrum [83, p. 28]. Moreover, general compliance of agile principles with CMMI have been investigated by Glazer et al., who state that 'Using Agile principles when designing and selecting CMMI practices can create more acceptable and appropriate process definition activities' [50, p. 30]. Therefore, an organisation that decides to use agile development practices does not automatically prevent itself from complying with CMMI. These findings are especially important in the context of companies implementing their own SPIs and deciding to make improvements in
the area of project organisation, as presented in Chapter 3.

The Scrum-based projects that provided experiences resulting in the recommenda-
tions presented in Chapter 3 did not use any new methodologies. They rather
adjusted or selected some of the above-mentioned methods and practices. It should
be also noted that for an open and flexible organisation like Solita, Scrum and se-
lected agile practices were suitable also from the organisation culture point of view,
which may not be the case for all organisations.

7.3 Multi-site Development

In Chapter 4 we presented a specific practice used in multi-site development. How-
ever, other practices and general characteristics of multi-site development have al-
ready been discussed in many publications.

Wongthongtham et al. [135] discussed different advantages and challenges in
multi-site development. They list, among others, the need for frameworks support-
ing communication and knowledge sharing [135, p. 355]. Additionally, they mention
a need for technology tools that would assist in multi-site development [135, p. 357].
Both of these needs are addressed by the process and tool proposed and presented
in Section 4.2.

The need for communication and more generally recognition of social and tech-
nical interdependencies in development teams were discussed by Amrit and van
Hillegersberg [6]. They reviewed known problems of both software architecture and
processes being altered during the life-cycle of a development project despite the use
of best development practices. They recognise Socio-Technical patterns that link so-
ad social dependencies with technical ones in a development process. They additionally
propose a tool that can identify the dependency patterns based on communications
between team members. Amrit’s and van Hillegersberg’s [6] work discusses possible
problems in multi-site projects as well as possible solutions to the problems.

A practical solution to specific problems in multi-site software development was
proposed by Lars Taxén [123]. The solution is based on practices in the telecom-
munication industry, namely one case organisation Ericsson. Taxén proposes the
Integration Centric Development (ICD) approach consisting of three sub-processes.
The focus of ICD is on promoting common understanding of a system developed
at the functional level as well as increment and integration planning levels [123, p.
769]. Even though ICD has been used only in one organisation, the results were col-
lected based on around 140 projects [123, p. 772] and they show that the method is
valid for multi-site development where communication and common understand-
ing are crucial [123, p. 779]. The ICD method is an example of an industry response
to problems encountered in multi-site software development.

A specific problem of system architecture knowledge sharing has been presented
by Ovaska et al. [97]. They report on industry case findings where it was found that
simple coordination of development activities was not enough and suggest concen-
tration on interdependencies between development activities [97, p. 244]. Ovaska et
al. additionally propose architecture as means of communication about the system,
which is particularly important in a distributed development environment. Addi-
tionally, Clerc et al. [29] have specified a method for assessing organisation compliance with defined architectural rules at multiple sites. Also Clerc et al. point out that the main problem in multi-site development is not the architectural rules, but the gathering and distribution of knowledge about those rules in an organisation. Another approach to architecture knowledge sharing has been presented by Victor Clerc [28], who collected architectural knowledge management practices as a set of patterns. Those patterns, similarly as in other publications, put strong emphasis on communication. The communication is promoted by practices and tools.

Finally, there are a number of industry case studies that describe experiences from multi-site software development initiatives. For example, Herbsleb et al. [60] report on experiences from nine projects carried out in Siemens Corporation. The report points out practical challenges and lessons learned in project coordination, development environment, and general communication, among others. An additional report on multi-site development practices at Siemens was presented by Bass et al. [15].

As can be seen from the number of various reports in literature, multi-site development adds up to the complexity of software development. There are, however, practices that aim at mitigating the effect of distribution in development projects. Moreover, concerns related to the architecture of the system developed were reported frequently as well as various methods for ensuring the architecture decisions communication and later enforcement.

The reoccurring themes of issues in multi-site development could be listed as follows:

- communication and knowledge sharing [135, p. 355],
- software architecture alterations caused by social and technical interdependencies [6], and
- development activities’ interdependencies [97].

The architecture conventions ensuring process and tool supporting the rules validation (ARA), proposed in Chapter 4, addresses some of these issues. There exist also other tools that allow for validating software against certain architectural rules. For example, a commercial tool Lattix\footnote{http://www.lattix.com} can be used as a validation tool for architecture rules. In fact, Lattix provides additional architecture refactoring features that are not in the scope of the described process. Furthermore, there is an open source tool Macker\footnote{http://innig.net/macker/index.html} that has capabilities for checking rules defining package or class level references. Another tool that validates specific architectural rules was proposed by Selonen and Xu [113]. Their tool, called artDECO, uses UML profiles for architecture validation, which can be done at a lower level of granularity than packages, which are the granularity level utilised by ARA, e.g., at a class level.

Communication and knowledge sharing are encouraged in the process by formalising the communication between the different sites of the development team that implements and designs and validates the software (i.e., the required architecture decomposition rules, component mappings to the Java packages, and the binary
Additionally, the whole process aims at ensuring that the architecture is not altered by the multi-site character of the development, which is similar to concerns of social interdependencies. However, the architecture rules ensuring process does not adders any Socio-Technical patterns [6] as such. Finally, the development activities’ interdependencies are addressed by the architecture rules assurance process to a certain extent. Only the main development activities are organised in the process: the high level design, component design and implementation, and verification. The process does not address fine-grained activities.

### 7.4 Component Reuse

A open source component framework has been presented in Chapter 5. That framework aimed at selecting reusable components for commercial software solutions. However, component reuse is a well known concept aiming at optimising software development. The components can be in-house made, COTS components, or OSS components. The last category is of primary interest in this chapter. However, in order to put the OSS component selection in a broader context it will be useful to start from a brief overview of component reuse in commercial organisations.

Land et al. [77] have provided an extensive review of commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) selection methods. The review covered 17 component selection methods from 1995 to 2006. In addition to the component selection methods Land et al. have conducted surveys, which included industry representatives, on the practically used selection methods. The results of that review provide a concrete industry point of view on the component selection. Lang et al. identified four processes in the selection methods, namely preparation, evaluation, selection, and supporting processes [77, p. 102]. The details of the processes were analysed and practical recommendations proposed, so that a custom selection process could be created. Finally, they provided four key recommendations that can be summarised as follows [77, p. 110]:

- different evaluation criteria should be used (i.e. functional, non-functional, architecture and business related criteria),
- evaluation should be an iterative process,
- architectural context of the whole system should be considered for compatibility and cost evaluation, and
- criticality of the components should be taken into consideration in the evaluation.

These findings based on COTS selection method review provide a good background for discussion of OSS component usage in commercial solutions. Moreover, the recommendations on usage of various criteria are fulfilled by the proposed OSS evaluation framework presented in Section 5.2. The framework utilises various criteria and sources of information, including open source community, available literature,
and the organisation’s internal knowledge base in order to make a thorough evaluation. Naturally, evaluation of COTS and OSS components is not the same because the components differ significantly (e.g., in terms of offered support).

Additionally, Lang et al. have conducted a survey on component reuse in industry [78]. They have investigated development practices with reusable components, without the components, and development of such components. Their findings show some differences in the different development cases. For example, they have found that requirement specification is more flexible and accepts more changes in the case of development without reusable components compared to development with such components. Furthermore, the survey findings indicated acceptance of code changes even at the integration stage when a system was developed based on reusable components [78, p. 155]. This fact indicates a higher flexibility of solutions based on ready-made components, including OSS components that are of interest in this chapter.

The usage of OSS components poses concerns specific to the nature of OSS. For instance, Ruffin and Ebert [108] discussed legal concerns relating to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and license issues and they provided a few recommendations on how to use OSS components in commercial solutions safely. Moreover, they listed a few risks and benefits of OSS usage. For example, as benefits they mention short update and correction time for mainstream OSS projects, or in the case of mature OSS communities it can be less likely that the project is discontinued than in the case of small commercial component vendors. Moreover, they indicate that security of OSS components can be greater than in the case of commercial components where the code is not available for review by the whole community. At the same time, they mention a few risks attached to OSS components, for instance, a risk of breaching the license terms if the OSS component is not used carefully, or possible legal risks related to third party IPR violated in the OSS component. One of the suggested recommendations for reducing the legal risk was usage of packaging companies that shield the software development organisation from possible legal actions in the case of an OSS component breaching IPR. The evaluation framework presented in Section 5.2 also takes into consideration legal and licensing issues. Incompatible license for commercial use is one of the criteria in the No Excuses category that has to be fulfilled in order for the component to be even considered for use.

In more recent publications [32, 34] Christof Ebert revisited the subject of OSS in industry. The positives and negatives of using the OSS in a commercial context [32] are in line with those presented earlier [108]. An important addition made by Christof Ebert [32] is the analysis of different aspects of OSS that innovate software development in many ways, e.g., in terms of processes, technology, quality, architecture, standards used, and business model and marketing practices [32, p. 105-106]. However, organisations considering usage of OSS are still urged to consider their processes to be aligned with the nature of the OSS environment, e.g., frequent updates [32, p. 108]. Also other researches pointed out the importance of the context in which OSS is used. Ven et al. [129] presented results of a literature review and a case study based on 10 Belgian organisations. They have analysed five contradictory claims about OSS showing how differently specific aspects can be perceived. For instance, for organisations who only use the software, the access to the source
code may not be a clear benefit, especially if they do not have the competences to use it. Even though their focus was on infrastructure software, e.g., operating system, their findings showed the importance of evaluating OSS in the specific context of the business environment in which the OSS is used.

Ven and Verelst [128] studied a number of Belgian organisations in order to find out to what extent the organisations use external advice when adopting OSS. Also in this case the focus was on a general usage of OSS, rather than on a specific component reuse. However, the findings of the research showed that most of organisations use some form of commercial support. In this context methods for evaluating OSS in general are additionally important, especially if the company providing consulting services has the right tools for advising their clients.

The recommendations on considering the specific context for component usage [32, 129] are fulfilled by the OSS component evaluation framework (see Section 5.2) as the framework focus and used criteria are adjusted to a particular context in which the framework is intended to be used. On the other hand, the framework does not rely on any external help, as reported by Ven and Verelst [128], other than the available sources of information.

The effects of the availability of OSS components on software development have been discussed by Spinellis and Szyperski [119]. They note two important benefits generally associated with OSS components, i.e., the access to the source code and possibility to derive the developed code from the OSS. Additionally, they point out benefits of using OSS components, particularly the typically high quality of OSS components and the fact that they are potentially functionality richer than if developed in-house. However, they mention possible problems with the varying quality of different OSS components. For that problem, Spinellis and Szyperski suggest taking advantage of access to source code, mailing list archives, and bug tracking databases as indicators of OSS component quality and provided support [119, p. 30]. The concern of OSS component quality and ways of evaluating the quality based on OSS properties (e.g., the source code access) is particularly valid in the context of the evaluation framework discussed in Section 5.2. The quality of OSS components is the main focus of the framework as the evaluated components are to be used in commercial solutions. Moreover, sources of information that Spinellis and Szyperski [119] recommend, are included in the sources of information in the OSS evaluation framework.

Another interesting aspect of using OSS components was presented by Obrenović and Gašević, who discussed a problem of OSS component integration [133]. They addressed the integration problem of very heterogeneous OSS components by a middle-ware platform called Amico. The platform helped in quick integration of different OSS components using many standard interfaces and adapters, and a publish-subscribe way of communication [133]. This problem of component integration is also an aspect that must be taken into consideration when selecting components to be integrated with a commercial software solution.

The economics of OSS component usage in commercial projects have also been studied. Ajila and Wu [4] have reviewed literature and conducted interviews with companies’ representatives in order to verify a few hypotheses about OSS component reuse. They concluded that a positive correlation between the OSS reuse and
software development economics existed. Additionally, they point out that no differences were noticed in the quality of OSS and proprietary software. Moreover, they indicate a strong positive impact of OSS component reuse on software quality, moderate impact on productivity and some impact on budget, in particular testing, platform, and documentation [4, p. 1526]. Therefore, economic reasons are valid reasons for using OSS components in commercial software solutions.

There has also been research on OSS utilisation based on selected quality factors, presented by Sohn and Mok [118]. They investigated a number of quality factors as specified in ISO/IEC 9126 that had the biggest influence on OSS component adoption by various user groups. Their findings showed that code sharing, functionality, and efficiency had the highest influence on the utilisation. This study showed what OSS-related factors may influence a user’s decision on adoption of OSS components.

As can be seen based on this brief literature review, component reuse and particularly OSS usage in commercial solutions has been researched extensively. It can also be seen that the use or reuse of OSS should be considered in specific contexts. Additionally, the literature reports point out possible concerns related to OSS quality and ways how those concerns can be addressed. OSS components compared to COTS components offer access to the source code and additional community access that may be utilised in order to assess the quality of the component. The opportunities (i.e., community and source code access) that OSS components provide have been used in the evaluation framework presented in Section 5.2.

7.5 Software Design Considerations

The impact of selected design choices on performance in distributed applications as well as tool support for quality driven design have been presented in Chapter 6. As background to this broad topic of software design we will go through a design patterns and quality attributes overview in Section 7.5.1, and then briefly discuss tool support for incorporating and validating software design in Section 7.5.2.

7.5.1 Design Patterns and Quality Attributes Overview

Some of the quality attributes have been studied in depth in different technology contexts. For example, Cecchet et al. [26] have investigated performance of J2EE applications dependent on design and utilisation of the capabilities offered by the technology used. Similar research investigation for EJB has been done by Janne Mattila [86]. Other technology-specific performance investigations include, for example, EJB-specific performance issues presented by Gorton and Liu [52], Java RMI and .NET remoting [94] comparison by Elbers et al. [35], or object serialisation analysis by Hericko et al. [61]. Finally, there were reports on approaches that focused on predicting application performance already at the design level, for example as Liu et al. [80,81] or Gomaa and Menascé [51] presented.

In this context the design considerations presented in Chapter 6 have been limited only to one quality attribute, namely performance. Moreover, instead of investigating the impact of the technology used, or design of the whole application, the
investigation was limited only to the design pattern used for a remote interface in a distributed application.

All these aspects of software design that designers should understand make them especially complex for everyday use in a software company. Naturally, design difficulty can be overcome by an experienced designer. However, as design is one of the activities constantly in use in a software company, contribution to the knowledge supporting design decisions is beneficial from the software quality point of view. In addition to explicit knowledge of a design solution, a software designer can utilise tools in design work. Therefore, let us next briefly discuss the role of various tools used in the software design process.

7.5.2 Tool Support for Incorporating and Validating Design Decisions

Tools supporting architecture design and decision tracking have already been proposed. For example, Babar and Gorton [8] have presented a framework and tool (PAKME) that stores architecture knowledge. The tool can serve as a repository of design decisions that can be reused in an organisation. Later PAKME was complemented by the AAKET tool, as presented by Aman-ul-haq and Babar [127]. AAKET can automatically and semi-automatically extract architecture-related knowledge from email messages and documents and store it in a repository, for example, PAKME. Another tool allowing for storing, tracking, and visualising architectural decisions in a form of graphs was a prototype tool called Archium, as presented by Jansen et al. [64]. Furthermore, a different perspective on software system architecture has been presented by Garlan et al. [47], who focus on architecture evolution. Garlan et al. [47] specify an evolution style as a pattern of changes, which can be domain-specific, in system architecture over time. They present the Ævol tool, which supports analysis and planning for system architecture evolution.

In addition to tools supporting system architecture design, there are tools that focus on component or subsystem design. Florijn et al. [38] presented a tool prototype that supports a designer in using design patterns. The tool supported pattern generation, integration of patterns with existing code, and pattern validation [38, p. 474]. The tool was a prototype for the Smalltalk environment. However, it showed what can be expected from such tools. A more recent example of a tool proposal for design support has been presented by Hammouda et al. [56]. The tool, which is called INARI, supports generation and validation of certain design pattern instances based on rules expressed as tool-specific patterns.

Finally, there are tools and models aiming at supporting the design process with respect to quality attributes. For example, at the analysis stage a model that aims at estimating quality attributes was presented by Janakiram and Rajasree [63]. Their quality estimation model uses an analysis model for estimating specific quality attributes. Moreover, methods for verification or analysis of existing software implementations have also been proposed. One example could be the 'Metric-Driven Analysis and Feedback' system (Amadeus) presented by Selby et al. [112]. The Amadeus system provides feedback about the system status based on various metrics, development process stage, and even history data. All this information can be used to
identify potentially ‘problematic’ parts of a system. Another approach has been proposed by Radu Marinescu [85], who suggested ‘detection strategies’ that abstract code metrics into a user-friendly form in order to detect problems and their causes in code.

The tool support for quality driven design (i.e., MADE) in Chapter 6 was used only as an example tool and its functionality was limited to suggesting three design choices to a designer based on the design pattern impact on performance of distributed applications. The use of an existing tool for such a purpose showed another way of using this particular tool, which later was extended to a tool called INARI [56]. For the design selection the tool used the information obtained from external sources and required manual configuration. Finally, this tool support was meant for new systems under development, unlike the problem detection strategies for existing code [85].

All these tool examples show the richness of tools used for design decision implementation and validation. Software development organisations can potentially use tools for different purposes during development.
We have discussed five areas of quality improvements proposed in this thesis (see Figure 8.1). These improvement areas are summarised in Section 8.1. In this summary the research questions formulated in Chapter 1 (see page 6) and addressed for individual quality improvement areas in Chapters 2-6 are revisited. The research questions are considered in the light of all contributions presented in previous chapters. Additionally, limitations of this thesis are highlighted. Next, this thesis author’s contributions to the included publications are presented in Section 8.2. Finally, possible directions of future research in the context of this thesis are presented in Section 8.3.

8.1 Summary

In this thesis we have presented five different areas of quality improvements in a software organisation. The areas were categorised into two categories of Organisation and Development.

The improvement areas in the Organisation category focused on activities in a software organisation that do not directly result in producing software, but which they impact the software production indirectly. This category included improvements in Outsourcing Supplier Selection and Agile Project Practices. For the Outsourcing Supplier Selection area a process for subcontractor selection and evaluation was proposed, which constituted a cooperation process with subcontractors. The selection of subcontracting partners was based on a number of criteria and multiple elimination steps. The selection process has been used in the case company Solita for selecting subcontracting partners. Moreover, for evaluation of subcontractor work a set of metrics and criteria were proposed that can be used relatively easily in commercial settings. The criteria in their extended version were further used for comparing Scrum and non-Scrum projects, which was presented in relation to Agile Project Practices. In the
area of specific Agile Project Practices it was showed based on data obtained from 18 Scrum and non-Scrum projects that Scrum projects generally performed better than other project types. Therefore, Scrum methodology was recommended as a preferred project methodology. Additionally, based on reported experiences a number of practices and tools was listed that were found useful in work with subcontractors.

The quality improvements grouped in the Development category focused on activities directly related to software development and included: Multi-Site Practices, Component Evaluation, and Selected Design Solutions. In all of these areas specific quality improvements were proposed that improved the quality of software solutions developed.

In the area of Multi-Site Practices a specific process and tool were proposed, which constitute a practice supporting development in a multi-site environment. The practice focused on ensuring architectural rules in software solutions development in multiple development sites by different organisations, i.e., outsourcing partners.

In addition to the multi-site development practices, an OSS component evaluation framework was proposed, as an improvement in the Component Evaluation area. The framework has been constructed to select OSS components that can be reused in software solution lines taking into account possible risks related to using a component. The framework was using multiple sources of information in order to get a full picture of the evaluated OSS component. The framework became part of the evaluation process used at the case company Solita.

Finally, three design patterns and their influence on performance of distributed systems were investigated, as an improvement in the Selected Design Solutions area. The results provided recommendations on optimal usage of the design patterns for implementation of an application’s remote interfaces. The recommendations take into account complexity of the interface, number of calls, and the technology used for data serialisation. Moreover, based on the recommendations a tool support for quality-driven design was proposed. The tool guided the designer to choose the most suitable design solution based on selected quality requirements, performance and flexibility, in this case for the interface.

Having reviewed all the quality improvements in different areas of a software organisation’s operations, it is possible to look at the research questions in the context of the whole thesis.

8.1.1 Research Questions Revisited

In this thesis three research questions were formulated. The questions were addressed partially already in individual chapters discussing the five quality improvement areas. Now the questions can be revisited in the context of the findings gathered throughout the thesis.

RQ1: How can small quality improvements in different areas of a software company’s operation help to improve software solution quality?

The light-weight improvements affect directly or indirectly the quality of software produced in a software organisation. The various effects within the five different
areas of improvements have been presented. The effects of improvements were demonstrated in each area.

The careful Outsourcing Supplier Selection process ensured that the organisations and people developing software for end customers were suitable for that task. The usage of suitable partners for the specific organisational setting ensured that the end software solution and consequently the customer was not affected by changes in project organisation and staffing. The Agile Project Practices provided data supporting usage of Scrum methodology as the preferred methodology that improved the success of projects. Additionally, the Agile Project Practices provided concrete recommendations for tools and practices that made work with subcontractors efficient. The practices and tools were transparent for end customers and ensured that regardless of project organisations the practices selected were appropriate for developing a software solution.

The usage of Multi-Site Practices that are adjusted to the project environment improves the quality of final software solutions produced. In the presented example the architectural decisions were verified in a multi-site environment. Therefore, for the end customer the quality of the software solutions is unaffected because of usage of a multi-site project arrangement with subcontracting partners. Moreover, Component Evaluation improves the quality of software solutions where ready-made OSS components are used. The evaluation framework allows eliminating OSS components that have inadequate quality for usage in commercial solutions. Finally, the design improvements within the Selected Design Solutions area demonstrated how selected quality attributes can be improved and linked with specific design decisions that are made frequently when software solutions are developed.

In the context of a software company, an initiative resulting in improvements in the quality of a software solution means that the quality of the main product of the organisation has been affected. The proposed quality improvements in the Development category had a very local scope, e.g., design improvements. However, as they focused on improving a part of the software developed, they also had to affect the overall solutions. The improvements categorised in the Organisation category did not have a strong and direct link to overall software solution quality. However, they all focused on activities directly supporting software development, e.g., the competence level of subcontracting partners who were implementing the software. Hence, such initiatives also had an impact on the software produces. Therefore, it can be argued that the proposed improvements can affect the overall software solutions developed in the software organisation. However, the exact impact of one improvement over another has not been quantitatively compared.

Naturally, the proposed quality improvements have a very limited scope of the improvements. However, within their scope they improve quality. Furthermore, the improvement areas propose small and light-weight improvements that are relatively easy to implement for a software organisation. As many different improvement areas were proposed based on real needs observed in a case organisation, other organisations should be able to select at least a subset of areas that are applicable in their environment.
RQ2: How can a small or medium-sized software service company implement a flexible and light-weight quality improvement initiative based on its internal organisational experience?

As was presented a software organisation is able to react to changes in their environment and seek solutions that solve new problems. An organisation can actively prepare for upcoming changes, as in the case of the Outsourcing Supplier Selection area, and be prepared for changes. The presented five areas of quality improvement are only examples of possible improvement areas and they definitively do not fulfill all possible improvements in any company. Moreover, as it was clarified in Section 1.4, the presented improvements were not introduced as an organised improvement programme, but they were introduced as a grass-root level improvement initiative.

The individual improvements provided quality improvements in the specific areas. It was also presented how a company can develop measures improving a given area, i.e., improvements by changes in processes, tools, organisations, etc. The list of improvement areas presented in this thesis is definitely incomplete. However, a complete list of any possible improvements was not a goal of this thesis. This thesis presents possibilities and a path for quality improvements driven by internal needs of the software organisation. Based on the five areas, an other organisation should be able to notice areas where they can introduce improvements. They can be areas overlapping with those presented in this thesis. However, there are likely to be new area or similar areas but with a different context.

Additionally, a quality improvement initiative that originates at a grass-root level of the organisation requires the organisation to encourage such initiatives. Individuals, or groups of individuals, working on an everyday basis with software development can be encouraged to make suggestions for observed quality improvement needs. The encouragement can be given, for example, as a possibility to ‘make a difference’ in the organisation and see that at least some of the suggestions are implemented, which was the case of improvements presented in this thesis.

Therefore, this thesis showed an example of a possible in-house quality improvement initiative focusing on various areas of software organisation operations. The concrete examples of improvements and ways how they can be implemented provide practical guidance within the scope of the selected areas. The examples can be used as a starting point and inspiration for further improvements in other organisations. Therefore, similar medium-sized software service providers can internally select areas that they find important in their organisations. For example, in the case of design they can choose different design solutions to be investigated, which could be suggested by designers or architects. Some areas can be irrelevant for them, for example, the outsourcing partner selection if they do not use outsourcing partners. However, such organisations can use the experiences presented in this thesis and adapt and extend them for their organisations’ needs.

It should be also noted that the grass-root approach to quality in software organisations may be limited by the organisational culture and readiness of such organisations to encourage organisation members to take the initiative. Additionally, even though it is likely that similar organisations as the case organisation can be inspired
to start the grass-root quality improvement approach, this approach has not been validated in other organisations.

**RQ3: How can the flexible and light-weight approach to quality improvement complement an official SPI framework?**

This question aimed at highlighting consequences for a software organisation of using a flexible and in-house experience-based quality improvement initiative for their possible future choices. If a software organisation finds it suitable to implement their own quality improvement initiative, the organisation may in the future still decide to implement an official (i.e., certified) SPI programme. This question was addressed partially for each individual improvement area by finding links to a major quality improvement framework. As an example of a framework CMMI for Development [124] was chosen. The links between the presented five quality improvement areas and selected CMMI for Development process areas are summarised in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Links between the five quality improvement areas and CMMI for Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution area</th>
<th>CMMI for Dev. area</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Selection</td>
<td>Supplier Agreement Management (SAM)</td>
<td>Chapter 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile Project Practices</td>
<td>Integrated Project Management (IPM)</td>
<td>Chapter 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Site Practices</td>
<td>Verification (VER)</td>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Evaluation</td>
<td>Technical Solution (TS) and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk Management (RSKM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Design</td>
<td>Technical Solution (TS)</td>
<td>Chapter 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1 gathers the CMMI for Development process areas that were linked with the given quality improvement area in Chapters 2-6. The links are based on the main goals of the process areas and particular focus of the improvement areas. The links present only partial fulfillment of a specific CMMI for Development process area by a particular quality improvement area. The links have been established, but by no means do the proposed improvements in five areas fulfill the process areas of CMMI for Development. They fulfill only a subset of goals of a given process area. To be more precise, in this thesis we have identified relations of the five proposed improvement areas to six CMMI for Development areas out of 22. That means that an organisation addressing the proposed five improvement areas would partially fulfill only about one quarter of all CMMI for Development areas.

The links between the CMMI for Development and the five improvement areas show that even unofficial improvement initiatives may be complementary to a major
quality improvement framework. Therefore, even though the proposed five areas for quality improvement do not fulfill all requirements of CMMI for Development they still support it partially. That implies that a choice of an in-house quality improvement initiative does not automatically mean that the software organisation cannot apply in the future an official quality improvement programme. Naturally, in order to fulfill all requirements of different levels of compliance with CMMI for Development, the quality improvements in various areas would have to be accompanied with additional improvements fulfilling CMMI requirements.

8.1.2 Limitations

There are a few limitations of the work presented in this thesis. First, the presented quality improvements were implemented only in one software organisation. The fact that only one organisation was involved poses limits to possible generalisation of the findings. In order to make any wider recommendations, i.e., create a framework or formal quality improvement programme for medium-size software organisations, experiences from a larger number of software organisations would be needed. Therefore, as has been already mentioned, the proposed quality improvements in the five areas of company operations should not be treated as a universal and defined quality improvement programme.

Moreover, the five individual quality improvement areas have their own limitations. Partially they derive from the fact that only one organisation is discussed in this thesis and the improvements were not applied to other organisations. However, there are also additional limitations. For example, in the case of selected design solutions, the proposed improvements are limited only to three design patterns and two technologies, while in software organisations the variety of design decisions is much wider. Therefore, all those limitations should be taken into consideration when applying the quality improvements in other organisations.

Additionally, the extent of the available data did not in all cases allow for proper statistical analysis. This fact implies possible error included in the data. Naturally, in all the cases the data was collected with as much care as possible. Furthermore, not all data was possible to be measured, and had to be interpreted. For example, in the case of agile practices recommendations based on the conducted interviews.

Finally, an in-house grass-root level quality improvement initiative does not give guarantee that the selected areas for improvement will be implemented in the organisation, or that they will be widely used. For example, the tool support for quality driven design suggested in this thesis was a successful proof of concept, but in the particular context of the organisation it was not feasible. Therefore, the suggestions for quality improvements should be considered in a wider context in the organisation.

8.2 Author’s Contributions in Publications

The author of this thesis made contributions to the included publications as follows.
8.2. AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTIONS IN PUBLICATIONS

Publication [P1] describes the cooperation process with subcontracting partners and provides practical recommendations on tools and practices useful in working with subcontractors. This publication is based on the cooperation process presented in publication [P4] and extends findings presented in publication [P2] with details and practical tips.

The author formulated the practical recommendations based on data collected as well as arranged the findings in a way that presents the subcontractor cooperation process in a practitioner-oriented fashion.

Publication [P2] describes findings of differences between Scrum and non-Scrum projects based on 18 commercial projects. The Goal Question Metric approach was used as the research methodology. The results are based on qualitative and quantitative analysis of data collected. The proposed recommendations aim at helping projects in a similar commercial context to choose best agile practices.

The author designed and performed interviews with project managers. Additionally, the author collected data from IT systems and analysed the findings. The author formulated recommendations based on all the collected data.

Publication [P3] describes a framework for evaluation of OSS components for reuse in multiple commercial software solutions. The framework is based on a selected set of quality criteria that were found most relevant and feasible to be used in a commercial setting. The evaluation framework is also presented in the context of Software Product Lines creation. Finally, feedback from the framework usage is presented.

The author collected evaluation criteria and performed criteria selection together with Kimmo Kiviluoma and Tero Poikonen. The author together with Imed Hammouda conceptualised the evaluation process with a relation to SPL construction. The author presented the process as usable instructions used by evaluators. The author collected and analysed data obtained from evaluation performed and received feedback on the evaluation process.

Publication [P4] describes a process for selecting and evaluating subcontractors for cooperation in a Software Service Provider. Sets of particular criteria for both purposes are selected. The criteria include specific metrics and qualitative criteria. Finally, results from the process usage are reported.

The author specified the selection process as well as executed it together with Karri Mustonen. The author collected data from the selection process. The author specified the process and criteria for evaluation of subcontractors’ work.

Publication [P5] describes a process and tool for ensuring architectural rules in multi-site development. It is argued that software development distributed between development sites should use a validation process that ensures that architectural rules are not altered during the development. The proposed validation process is supported by a specific tool called ARA. Evaluation of the process and tool was performed and results reported.
The author implemented the ARA tool used for architectural rules validation in Java. The author sketched the architectural rules assurance process, and finalised it together with the co-authors. The author executed test cases and analysed the results.

**Publication [P6]** extends the work presented in publication [P8] by performance results collected for the selected design patterns implemented in .NET technology. Three design patterns used as an interface for remote communication are investigated for their influence on overall application performance. The additional results from the .NET investigation are combined with the earlier results from the J2EE technology. General conclusions are drawn on the design aspects of remote communication that affect application performance.

The author ported the test application from J2EE implementation to .NET implementation. Additionally, the author executed tests measuring application performance as well as performed additional tests of different serialisation variants. Finally, the author analysed the results.

**Publication [P7]** describes a usage of the MADE tool [55] as a tool for quality-driven design. The tool was configured in a way that allows a designer to choose between design solutions based on a specific quality attribute. The supported quality attributes were performance and flexibility of interface used for remote communication in a software system. The solution choice recommendations were based on empirical data gathered in publication [P8].

The author used results of performance investigations from publication [P8] as data for possible design choices. The author modelled design choices in the MADE tool [55] together with Imed Hammouda.

**Publication [P8]** described results of investigation on how three design patterns used for implementing a remote interface affect performance of a J2EE application. The selected design patterns were implemented in a fully-functional test application. A number of tests were executed and performance-related metrics collected. The results showed performance differences between the design patterns used for remote communication.

The author implemented test application in J2EE, designed and executed a number of tests and analysed the data.

### 8.3 Future Work

The future work can be seen at different levels. At one level the work may concentrate on further improvements within the selected improvement areas. For example, the proposed tools can be further improved making them easier to use, or supporting new technologies. Furthermore, new improvement areas can be selected and improvements proposed. For example, improvements in software solution line development in a way that reflects even closer the SPL development.
Another level of future research can include investigation of other organisations for evaluating the proposed improvements in another organisation. Additionally, it could be investigated whether grass-root level quality improvement initiatives can be applied only in organisations with specific organisational cultures.

Generally, as a quality improvement is an ongoing process and software organisations are very dynamic structures, there should be many new possible research directions available.
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